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An automated vision system performs critical tasks in video surveillance, while 
decreasing costs and increasing efficiency. It can provide high quality scene monitoring 
without the limitations of human distraction and fatigue. Advances in embedded 
processors, wireless networks, and imager technology have enabled computer vision 
systems to be deployed pervasively in stationary surveillance monitors, hand-held 
devices, and vehicular sensors. However, the size, weight, power, and cost requirements 
of these platforms present a great challenge in developing real-time systems. This 
dissertation explores the development of background modeling algorithms for 
surveillance on embedded platforms. Our contributions are as follows: 
• An efficient pixel-based adaptive background model, called multimodal mean, 
which produces results comparable to the widely used mixture of Gaussians 
multimodal approach, at a much reduced computational cost and greater control 
of occluded object persistence. 
• A novel and efficient chromatic clustering-based background model for 
embedded vision platforms that leverages the color uniformity of large, 
permanent background objects to yield significant speedups in execution time. 
• A multi-scale temporal model for midground analysis which provides a means to 
“tune-in” to changes in the scene beyond the standard background/foreground 
framework, based on user-defined temporal constraints. 
Multimodal mean reduces instruction complexity with the use of fixed integer 
arithmetic and periodic long-term adaptation that occurs once every d frames. When 
combined with fixed thresholding, it performs 6.2 times faster than the mixture of 
 IX 
Gaussians method while using 18% less storage. Furthermore, fixed thresholding 
compares favorably to standard deviation thresholding with a percentage difference in 
error less than five percent when used on scenes with stable lighting conditions and 
modest multimodal activity. 
The chromatic clustering-based approach to optimized background modeling takes 
advantage of the color distributions in large permanent background objects, such as a 
road, building, or sidewalk, to speedup execution time. It abstracts their colors to a small 
color palette and suppresses their adaptation during processing. When run on a 
representative embedded platform it reduces storage usage by 58% and increases runtime 
execution by 45%. 
Multiscale temporal modeling for midground analysis presents a unified approach for 
scene analysis that can be applied to several application domains. It extends scene 
analysis from the standard background/foreground framework to one that includes a 
temporal midground object saliency window that is defined by the user. When applied to 
stationary object detection, the midground model provides accurate results at low 
sampling frame rates (~ 1 fps) while using only 18 Mbytes of storage and 15 Mops/sec 
processing throughput.  
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CHAPTER 1 :  INTRODUCTION 
Research Motivation 
 
Video surveillance has become ubiquitous to address the safety and security 
concerns of modern society.  Monitoring systems encourage less risky behavior, provide 
real-time alerts to ongoing threats or potential accidents, and aid in the creation and 
analysis of archival data for investigative purposes. Their applications span the consumer, 
industrial, and military spaces. A typical large city, such as Atlanta or London, has 
cameras dispersed throughout public spaces, including traffic cameras to catch red-light 
runners or speeders and to monitor traffic conditions, subway cameras to deter crime and 
improve safety, security cameras in stores, airports, and other facilities to detect 
suspicious behaviors, watch for missing persons or suspected criminals.  
As the use of video surveillance broadens, it is unrealistic to expect human 
monitoring of the millions of cameras. The fatigue, environmental distractions, tedium, 
and labor costs are obvious limitations of manual monitoring by people. These issues are 
further exacerbated by the high activity and volumes of data collected by monitoring 
systems. Whether it comes from a single camera feed of a crowded train station or 
multiple feeds covering different locations at an office building, a human operator cannot 
reliably monitor them. In large areas such as an airport, it makes sense to deploy large 
amounts of cameras to overlook areas monitored by human officials, as well as the 
inevitable blind spots.  
Relying solely on humans for content intensive surveillance tasks is too tedious 
and error prone. Automated monitoring assistance using computer vision techniques is 
critical. Automated video surveillance systems can (e.g., by raising alarms when 
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suspicious activity is detected) assist human operators and allow them to serve as a final 
check of the automated results. 
Traditional automated surveillance systems have taken initial steps toward limited 
surveillance tasks.  These include traffic monitoring, face recognition, and trip-wire-
based monitoring to detect when a security boundary has been crossed [21].  However, it 
is common for existing systems to rely on an expensive, heavily networked 
infrastructure: closed circuit television cameras connected to desktops and workstations, 
providing raw (unprocessed) video data [45]. 
New advances in embedded computing technology have opened up the potential 
for lower cost embedded surveillance systems that can be deployed in new environments 
with new surveillance capabilities. For example, Texas Instruments recently released a 
fixed-point multicore DSP designed to achieve high performance with low power 
consumption. It features six TMS320C6742 DSPs that, with all cores running at 500 
MHz and 80% CPU utilization, consume 3.68W of power [47]. General purpose 
processors such as the ARM Cortex provide a means by which to execute control code as 
well as run an entire OS in an embedded system [49]. Analog Devices has produced the 
Blackfin processor series, which is aimed to merge the functionality of RISC and DSP 
architectures for use in embedded multimedia applications and video surveillance. The 
ADSP-BF561 embedded symmetric multiprocessor features two Blackfin processor cores 
and dynamic power management, and can operate at 600 MHZ [48].  
The improvements in the cost and features of digital still/video camera technology 
in the consumer market have created popular alternatives to closed-circuit television 
(CCTV) capture devices that are traditionally used in security systems. CCTV systems 
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use analog cameras connected to capture cards for digital conversion, or digital video 
cameras for direct digital encoding to disk. Whereas CCTV cameras cost on the order of 
hundreds to thousands of dollars, consumer grade devices such as webcams, camcorders, 
and digital still cameras can often be obtained at one-tenth the cost and, in many cases, 
under 100 dollars. The USB/wireless connectivity and high resolution (2+ megapixels) of 
the consumer-grade devices give them advantages over traditional CCTV approaches in 
the embedded space. Furthermore, these technologies can be integrated into all-in-one 
packages such as smart cameras, whose purpose is not to simply capture images, but to 
acquire video and process its information onboard, sending only high-level recognition 
data directly to the user. The pervasiveness of wireless networking solutions makes smart 
cameras even more attractive, as they can be distributed across locations to share 
information and computational tasks, and reduce communication load.   
Embedded smart cameras will revolutionize the monitoring of remote, outdoor 
locations, such as borders of countries, and the types of information and processing 
available to cell phone users and other camera-based handheld devices.  Compact, low 
power real-time video analysis mobile devices can significantly enhance emerging driver 
assistance systems by going well beyond the currently simple cruise control and collision 
avoidance capabilities.  More intelligent monitoring can detect erratic behavior in other 
drivers and can anticipate and help avoid accidents. 
Problem Statement and Research Contributions 
 
This thesis focuses on embedded, real-time algorithms for automated video 
analysis in surveillance applications.  It addresses the problem of efficiently detecting 
changing or moving foreground objects in complex outdoor environments. It introduces a 
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novel background modeling algorithm called Multimodal Mean (Apewokin and 
Valentine et al.) [1],[4]. This thesis also optimizes the runtime performance of 
background modeling by exploiting temporal and spatial stability in video sequences 
(Valentine et al.) [42],[43].  Finally, this thesis presents a novel modeling framework for 
analyzing scene content across a wide range of time scales (Valentine et al.) [44].  This 
extends the power, applicability, and flexibility of change detection to enable new classes 
of applications beyond which a binary foreground/background characterization is 
sufficient These thesis contributions and associated challenges are described further in 
the next few subsections. 
Contribution 1: Multimodal Mean (MMean) Background Model 
 
High-level recognition tasks in surveillance systems require information about 
what is new and interesting in the scene as opposed to what is old and unchanging. 
Determining what is salient has been traditionally done through background modeling 
and elimination. Common background models analyze each pixel location across time 
such that changes in their overall state are detectable. Large storage requirements and 
high processor utilization is common in these models, which are further complicated by 
characteristics common in outdoor scenes (i.e. uncontrollable lighting conditions and 
dynamic backgrounds). Multimodal modeling techniques, which model multiple data 
points at a single pixel location, have been developed to address these concerns. 
However, the high volume of image pixels that must be processed per frame makes it 
difficult to deploy these algorithms in the emerging real-time, embedded computing 
space. In typical embedded solutions, a low-power DSP and general purpose processor 
with a low clock speed and limited memory resources will be used. To make computer 
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vision realizable in these systems, resource efficient models that balance accuracy and 
performance need to be developed.  
In this thesis, a new background modeling algorithm is presented, called 
multimodal mean (MMean), which is designed to produce quality foreground images 
while being efficient in computational and storage requirements (Apewokin and 
Valentine et al.) [1],[4]. Core algorithm functionality, i.e. the ability to extract foreground 
data from a complex scene and adapt new background objects, is tested along with the 
effects of statistical and fixed thresholding on foreground image quality and 
computational load. Experiments show that the multimodal mean is an efficient, adaptive 
technique that produces results comparable to the widely used mixture of Gaussians 
(MoG) multimodal approach [40], at a much reduced computational cost. 
Contribution 2: Optimizing Background Modeling Using Chromatic 
Clustering 
 
Much of the existing work in background modeling has focused on development 
of algorithms with respect to theoretical accuracy. However, background modeling 
algorithms place a tremendous demand on the processing and memory resources of video 
analysis systems, straining the limited resources of embedded platforms. Each pixel must 
be modeled to reflect changes in the state of the scene, entailing storage requirements 
equal to or several factors greater than the data required to store an uncompressed image 
frame. This is further complicated by the use of multimodal and sliding window 
techniques, since they need to model multiple data points at a single pixel location. 
Additional computing operations are performed to maintain the state of parameters, such 
as means, variances, weights, and observation counts.  
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Often, many pixel locations in the scene are static and unchanging, which makes 
their maintenance operations in the models unnecessary. In a low-power embedded 
device, continually fetching, computing, and storing data to memory incurs significant 
run-time penalties that inhibit optimal run-times. Surveillance scenes typically feature 
areas with sustained inactivity. In many circumstances the continually inactive areas are 
populated with large, homogenously colored background objects, such as a wall or road. 
Optimization efforts that exploit this redundancy can yield significant gains in run-time 
performance and significantly reduce memory usage. 
In this thesis a novel chromatic clustering technique is developed to exploit spatial 
and temporal redundancies in background objects for faster processing (Valentine et al.) 
[42],[43]. It is used to complement multimodal mean in a hybrid background modeling 
approach.  In particular, the chromatic clustering technique locates large, permanent 
background objects for suppressed adaptation and faster processing. It is based on the 
idea that a significant amount of surveillance scenes contain static, permanent, 
homogenously colored background objects that do not need to be continually processed 
in an adaptive pixel-based model. We evaluate several forms of data clustering 
techniques to group spatial image data into regions that can be identified for faster 
processing. Savings in memory and computation time is measured in memory load/store 
operations and frames processed per second respectively. Using this hybrid optimization 
technique significantly reduces memory and computation operations while preserving the 
accuracy of multimodal mean. 
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Contribution 3: Multi-Scale Temporal Modeling For Midground Analysis 
 
Many computer vision applications are tasked to identify salient objects and 
analyze them for suspicious behavior.  Traditionally, saliency is characterized by objects 
that are changing or moving in short, fixed time windows. This includes moving vehicles 
or pedestrians crossing a busy intersection. These methods, which model data on short 
timescales, replicate people’s ability to see rapidly moving foreground. If a scene changes 
at a significantly faster or slower pace, changes become more difficult to see. In 
applications such as illegally parked vehicle detection, abandoned object recognition, or 
loitering detection, these are the type of changes critical to monitoring. For example, in 
an illegally parked vehicle scenario, a car may enter the scene and stop in a restricted 
space for an indefinite period of time. In an abandoned object scenario, a person enters 
the scene, pauses for an unknown amount of time to place down an object, and then 
leaves. In a loitering scenario, persons enter the scene and linger around a location for an 
unusual amount of time. Table 1 provides a summary of similarly structured scenarios 










Table 1: Anomalous activity scenarios 
Datasets Contents 
PETS 2006 • Two persons enter the scene separately, one puts a suitcase on 
the ground, and both leave together. 
• Person enters the scene, stands with baggage, and leaves it 
temporarily before picking it up again. 
• Person enters the scene, loiters in the area and then abandons 
it, five people walk in close proximity to the abandoned 
luggage. 
PETS 2007 • Control sequence in which no suspicious events occur. 
• Person enters the scene, loiters, and leaves. 
• Person enters the scene, abandons a bag, then loiters in 
another location, and exits the scene. 
• Two persons enter the scene together, one puts a bag on the 
ground, the other person picks it up, and both leave together. 
i-LIDS 
2006 
• Persons enter the scene, stand by their luggage for a short 
time, and then abandon it. Scenes vary in crowd size and 
baggage distance from camera. 
 
These scenarios typically require information concerning the object’s time of entry into 
the scene and duration of existence. A standard background/foreground framework is 
inadequate to characterize this, and should be extended to a user-defined temporal 
dimension. 
Traditionally, saliency is characterized by objects that are changing or moving. 
However, in a broad class of video surveillance applications, saliency is defined by an 
object’s temporal properties. This is often application dependent, as different applications 
require different temporal constraints for analysis. The temporal properties that determine 
saliency are: when an entity appears, when it stops moving, when it starts moving, and 
how long it stays stationary or lingering. Analysis is used to temporally qualify clusters 
of pixels belonging to salient objects. In the PETS 2006 dataset, abandoned luggage 
detection defines saliency as stationary at 25 seconds where as loitering recognition 
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defines saliency as lingering at 60 seconds. Figure 1 shows an abandoned luggage 
sequence from the PETS 2006 dataset.  
 
Figure 1: Abandoned luggage scenario 
 
In this situation, abandonment is defined as the bag being unattended for at least 25 
seconds. Another example is a roadside bomb detection application, where saliency is 
defined on a wider scale. For example, if the camera is focused on a traffic intersection, 
the application would continually scan for objects deposited on or near the road such that 
they remain for at least 150 seconds. This prevents stopping and moving vehicles within 
the intersection from being falsely detected. Since traditional background modeling 
algorithms have defined saliency as new and constantly moving foreground, a modeling 
approach that gives the user flexibility in tuning temporal parameters to fit the application 
is needed. Incorporating such information natively in background models will be 
advantageous because higher-level tasks can leverage this information directly, and users 
can tune the temporal parameters to fit their application’s temporal constraints.  
This thesis contribution presents a novel modeling framework for analyzing scene 
content across a wide range of user-defined time-scales (Valentine et al.) [44]. This is 
advantageous because a number of surveillance applications require analysis of content 
that does not fit within the constraints of regular background modeling algorithms.  The 
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model, called midground, accepts as input a set of user-defined temporal constraints 
which characterize object ages, observation/occlusion rates, and midground extraction 
windows. Our evaluation tests the ability to detect stationary objects on different time-
scales under moderate to heavy occlusion. This approach stands in contrast to other 
techniques because it offers the user wider flexibility in defining time-spans for salient 
object detection. 
Summary of Research Contributions 
 
In summary, this thesis presents the following three contributions: 
1. An adaptive, efficient multimodal background model that enables explicit 
specification of temporal constraints on foreground lifetime and on background 
adaptation for finer control of occluded object retention.  
2. An optimization technique for pixel-based background models that exploits the 
spatial and temporal redundancy of large, homogenously colored background 
objects for faster processing.    
3. A midground model that allows the user to define temporal regions of saliency by 
tracking the temporal history of observed pixels.  
Figure 2 illustrates how these contributions draw from an extensive body of related work 




Static & lingering object detection
(Matthew et al.)  (Jodoin et al.)
(Porikli)
Stel component analysis (Jojic et al.)
Data clustering review (Jain et al.)
MoG (Stauffer & Grimson)











Modeling using Chromatic 
Clustering




Figure 2: Thesis contributions and related work 
 
The first contribution combines the efficiencies of unimodal techniques with the 
functionality of multimodal techniques to create an accurate but efficient approach for 
background modeling on embedded platforms. The second contribution draws 
inspiration from data clustering techniques to identify spatial and temporally 
redundant regions to further improve runtime. The third contribution presents a 
unified model for temporal scene analysis. Given the adjustable temporal parameters 
of the model, the user can set them to fit a broad set of application problems in scene 
activity analysis. 
Summary of Results 
 
The results of this dissertation can be summarized as follows: 
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• An adaptive, efficient multimodal background modeling algorithm is defined. 
Fundamentally, the algorithm’s adaptation and pixel classification schemes are 
designed to reduce instruction complexity, which is critical for real-time 
processing on embedded platforms. A comparative analysis of thresholding 
schemes show that it can perform comparable to more complex methods (MoG) 
with fixed global thresholds in scenes that contain primarily static backgrounds 
and moderately active multimodal background; in particular, the average 
percentage difference in error between fixed and variable thresholding in these 
scenes is less than five percent. Furthermore, this modeling technique has the 
advantage of recording long-term scene history and controlling the length of 
occluded background persistence. This algorithm executes 6.2 times faster than 
the MoG with comparable results and 18% less storage resources when mapped to 
a 200MHz x86-based embedded PC.  
• An optimization technique that improves the run-time performance of pixel-based 
background models based on a chromatic distribution analysis of the initial 
frames of the scene is developed. This technique exploits the inherent temporal 
and spatial redundancies of large, permanent, homogenously color background 
objects such as roads, buildings, and trees, so that their adaptation is suppressed 
and processing resources is spent on analyzing active, salient data. When applied 
to the multimodal mean, and run on an embedded x86 200 MHz processor, a 45% 
improvement in performance and a 58% reduction in storage operations are 
achieved. 
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• A midground model that gives the user the ability to highlight object saliency 
based on a user-defined temporal window is presented. It requires only 18Mbytes 
of storage and 15Mops/sec processing throughput. It performs accurately in real-
world sequences at relatively low frame-rates (~1 fps).  
Overview of Content 
 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a fast, background 
modeling technique with support for embedded platforms. Chapter 3 introduces an 
optimization technique to improve the run-time performance of pixel-based background 
models by exploiting the temporal and spatial redundancies of large permanent 
background objects. Chapter 4 introduces the concept of midground detection, examining 
its effectiveness when applied to stationary object detection. Conclusions and future work 










CHAPTER 2 : MULTIMODAL MEAN BACKGROUND MODEL 
Introduction 
 
Background modeling algorithms typically serve as the first step in a high-level 
vision system for tasks such as pedestrian tracking, moving target identification, or 
vehicle monitoring [11], (Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [2]. The objective of 
background modeling is to identify salient content in the scene by “subtracting” out 
portions that are static or have uninteresting motion, such as waving tree branches. The 
quality of technique is important because high-level recognition tasks require accurate 
segmentation of foreground and background to be effective. However, the growing 
embedded computing space makes it a challenge to map algorithms to these devices for 
real-time execution while maintaining accuracy.   
Determining how to set parameters such as match thresholds and adaptation rates 
in background models is not a straightforward process. Thresholds are frequently 
presented as arbitrarily determined global values, or as functions of statistical modeling 
of scene noise and observed foreground activity. The former is rigid and lacks detailed 
insight into the environments where global thresholds are suited, and the latter can be too 
complex and computationally expensive for common scenarios. Parameters for 
adaptation are often presented without relation to the expected lifetime of foreground: 
that is, how long should a newly stationary object be considered foreground, and how 
long should occluded background be retained in the model? Generally, threshold 
selection influences the number of error pixels in the foreground frame while the 
adaptation rate affects how long recent objects in the scene are considered foreground. 
Additional difficulties are encountered because some model parameters are 
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interdependent. For example, a change in one parameter to address a problem can have 
undesired effects on other parameters. 
To address these issues, we introduce an efficient, pixel-level, adaptive 
multimodal background model, called multimodal mean, which uses temporally 
annotated pixels to distinguish between background and foreground objects (Apewokin 
and Valentine et al.) [1],[4]. Fundamentally, the algorithm’s adaptation and pixel 
classification schemes are designed to reduce instruction complexity, which is critical for 
real-time processing on embedded platforms. This is accomplished primarily through the 
use of fixed-point operations and periodic adaptation that occurs only every d frames. To 
achieve high accuracy, it incorporates the multimodal characteristics of the well known 
MoG background model. The significant reduction in instruction complexity of the 
multimodal mean over MoG allows it to run several times faster on embedded platforms 
(Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [1],[3],[4],[5]. Furthermore, we show that the average 
percentage difference in error between fixed and variable thresholding in the 
environmentally stable scenes (static lighting and modest dynamic backgrounds) tested, 
is less than five percent. Therefore the use of fixed thresholding, where appropriate, 
further reduces instruction complexity. In contrast to other techniques, such as the MoG 
background model, multimodal mean provides an efficient adaptation scheme to control 
the persistence of occluded background, preventing premature mode deletion due to 
occlusions.  
Related Work 
A variety of pixel-level background modeling techniques exist, varying in 
computational complexity, adaptation, thresholding, and accuracy. Non-recursive 
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techniques maintain sliding window buffers of recent image frames. At each successive 
input, the oldest frame in the buffer is replaced. Image pixels are classified as foreground 
if they are outside a specified range of the mean or median of the buffer. Frame 
differencing, temporal median filtering, sliding window mean, non-parametric modeling, 
and linear predictive filtering are representative non-recursive background models. These 
techniques work well in scenes with rapidly moving foreground and frequently visible 
background. However, they lack the ability to model long-term scene changes, dynamic 
and occluded backgrounds, and have difficulties with slow moving objects [10].  
Frame differencing, temporal median filtering, and sliding window mean are 
computationally inexpensive, which is beneficial for low-cost, low-power embedded 
implementations. Although more complex, the non-parametric model by Elgammal et al. 
has the advantage of handling multimodal backgrounds since it uses a full density 
function to estimate the likelihood of a pixel matching the background [17]. Also the 
linear predictive filtering approach has the advantage of smaller deviations from 
predicted background values, which is helpful in preventing foreground objects that are 
similarly colored to background objects from being misclassified.  
Recursive modeling techniques do not use sliding windows. Examples of these 
include Kalman-filter based approaches, approximated median filters, and the widely 
used Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) [10],[31],[40]. Surveys of these can be found in 
[10],[33],[35]. The approximated median filter has the advantage of a low-memory 
footprint and computationally inexpensive update operations using addition or 
subtraction. The Kalman-filter based approaches are robust to noise. MoG models pixels 
as Gaussian distributions, with multiple modes captured using multiple Gaussians per 
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pixel location to model dynamic background scene elements, such as rippling waves [40].  
Other approaches include foreground segmentation based on varying frame rate, edge 
detection, region analysis in homogenously colored areas, or optical flow 
[20],[14],[15],[24],[28],[33].  
Background modeling techniques distinguish incoming pixels as foreground or 
background based on previously observed information in the scene, using some measure 
of pixel dissimilarity between previously viewed and new pixels. This can be a difficult 
task, as incoming pixels can differ from the known background because they are new, a 
result of an illumination change, or a color fluctuation due to noise. To avoid false pixel 
classifications, difference thresholds, ɛ, used to compare pixels need to be set wide 
enough such that noise does not interfere, and narrow enough so that new data are not 
missed. In a number of background modeling techniques, these thresholds are determined 
experimentally [1]. For example, the background model presented in [6], while similar in 
structure to MoG, used a running average to model pixel clusters instead of a Gaussian 
distribution, and a fixed threshold of 15 instead of variance for cluster matching. The 
rationale behind the choice of 15 was not stated. Alternatively, standard deviation-based 
thresholds are popular in many algorithms because of their adaptability to changing 
environmental conditions such as lighting and weather. In [9][40] and [46], a recursive 
estimate of standard deviation is used to determine if an incoming pixel matches a 
background pixel. An initial guess of the standard deviation is declared σo, with reliance 
on subsequent adaptations to converge the deviation near its true value. A match is 
declared if the pixel falls within kσ absolute standard deviations of the background pixel, 
where k has been set equal to 2.5. The work in [8] highlights some basic principles for the 
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selection of σo, stating that σo should be less than the range used if one found a fixed 
threshold ɛ suitable for the scene. Specifically, σo would be equal to
5.2
ε
. Although more 
adaptable, the standard deviation-based threshold is ultimately still dependent on 
empirically chosen parameters (k, σo, and possibly ɛ), with the rationale behind them 
explicitly discussed. Some insight can be gained from the work in [1], which observes 
that the dispersion of a background pixel at any location should be no more than three 
times that of its standard deviation. Fixed thresholds ɛ are unlikely to outperform the 
quality of adaptable thresholds, such as those based on standard deviation, because they 
are more affected by illumination changes and scene noise [35].  
Methods for adapting background models to evolving scene conditions vary 
substantially. A simple technique such as temporal averaging uses the k-most recent 
frames to model the background, automatically discarding scene history older than k+1 
frames. Frame differencing represents an extreme of this case, where a foreground object 
from the previous frame will become background when compared to the current frame, 
with no other information about the scene included. Sophisticated methods such as the 
MoG are designed to provide more control over adaptation, using a combination of 
learning rates and pixel weights to control the adoption speed of new objects. In the MoG 
algorithm pixel-modes are sorted by the ratio of their weight and variance in ascending 
order. To determined which are background pixels, the sorted modes are summed, one-
by-one, as long as the sum is less than or equal to T. The modes included in this sum are 
considered background. The learning rate α controls the speed at which a new pixel’s 
weight will gain enough statistical evidence to become a dominant background mode. In 
MoG the value of T has been presented as an arbitrary choice, with smaller values 
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favoring unimodal backgrounds and larger values favoring multimodal backgrounds. The 
appropriate value of T for a given type of scene is not clear and the explanation of the 
purpose behind α is imprecise. Also, the replacement policy unavoidably forces the least 
probable mode to be replaced when a new pixel is observed, which causes relearning of 
occluded background modes. 
When evaluating output quality of the foreground extraction frames, existing 
work has focused on the accuracy of detecting a foreground object’s initial entry into the 
scene [41], with additional attempts made to avoid issues such as ghosting. The work in 
[9] derives that the time it would take for a new pixel to be declared background in the 






 frames. If background ghosting is something of concern, 
then the user would need to set the learning rate low enough to account for the expected 
lifetime of temporarily static foreground objects. Unfortunately, the user would still have 
little control over how long the occluded background is retained in the background after 
the new object becomes dominant. The occluded background could be pushed out of the 
model in favor of any transient foreground, causing a potentially unwanted foreground 
ghost when the background is relearned. Furthermore, the length of time that a new 
object is considered foreground is dependent on both T and α. Work in [9] attempts to 
avoid this type of problem by measuring the number of observations of pixel modes as 
well as the recency of observance to distinguish background and temporarily static 
objects. Another approach is to analyze surrounding background regions of the ghost to 
determine if it is true foreground. This approach was taken in [39], where they wanted to 
distinguish between an abandoned or removed object. Another approach, taken in [13], 
uses optical flow information about foreground blobs to distinguish true foreground and 
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un-occluded background. In our approach, we give the user an efficient method for 
control over the appearance of background ghosts by supplying a set of parameters to 
define foreground lifetime and the duration for persistence of old, occluded background.  
Multimodal Mean Algorithm 
 
In this research, we introduce the multimodal mean background model, which 
records temporal information about when new pixel values are observed and how often 
they have been seen. Its model parameters allow explicit specification of temporal 
constraints on foreground lifetime and occluded background persistence. Its algorithm 
design is intended to map efficiently to embedded platforms with limited memory and 
computational resources. 
The model maintains a set of k cells, each containing the three color component 
(RGB) sums of an observed pixel value and the number of times it has been seen. A set 
may contain several cells, belonging to different color values observed at the pixel 
coordinate. The structure of a cell is shown in Figure 3. 
 
Si,t,r S i,t,g S i,t,b C i,t 
 
Figure 3: Cell structure 
Where Si,t,j is the sum of observed pixel values for pixel location i at time t for color 
component j. C is the observation count.  
The multimodal mean uses the mean of previously observed pixels to determine 
whether or not pixels in the current frame are new or old.  A pixel in the current frame 
matches an existing cell if Equation 1 is satisfied. 
jI jjtijt ∀≤− − ,,1,, εµ                                                    (1) 
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Where It,j is the current pixel value for color component j at coordinate i, µi,t,j is color 
component average for the cell, and ε is the match threshold. µi,t,j is computed by dividing 
the color component sums by their observed Ci,t (Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [1],[4].   
A pixel is declared foreground if the amount of time it has been observed is less than the 
time specified by the foreground threshold Fth. 
If a pixel is new to the scene, its color values are recorded in a cell, with, its count 
field initialized to one. To determine if this new pixel will replace an existing cell or 
comprise a new entry in the cell list, the observation count of the last created cell is 
checked. If its observation count is less than the cell threshold Cth, then it is deleted from 
the model and replaced with information about the new pixel. If its observation count is 
greater than the cell threshold, then all cells are kept and a new entry in the cell list is 
created for the new pixel. In contrast to the foreground threshold Fth, which is used to 
distinguish between background and foreground pixels, the cell threshold Cth is used to 
facilitate the replacement of short-lived moving foreground objects that quickly enter and 
exit the scene.   
Defining Foreground and Background 
 
The multimodal mean model determines whether or not a pixel is background or 
foreground based on whether it matches a cell and if so, its observation count. In general 
terms, background is considered to consist of long-term stable objects and foreground 
consists of new, short-lived ephemeral objects. However, in many applications, the time 
at which a foreground object should be transitioned to a background classification is not 
absolute. A specific example involves a person walking into camera view and lingering. 
A loitering detection application would track the lifetime of the person in the scene, 
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viewing the person as foreground only until it can determine whether or not they are a 
threat. In contrast, a pedestrian counting application is just concerned with counting the 
number of people that enter the scene. It only needs to consider the person as foreground 
during its initial viewing. Therefore, the definition of foreground lifetime, and the 
migration of objects from foreground to background should be specified by user-defined 
constraints, tailored to a given application. In our multimodal mean algorithm, 
foreground lifetime is specified as a temporal parameter, Fth. This temporal foreground 
threshold is specified by the user in units of time; any pixel value having an observation 
count less than Fth is treated as foreground.  
A small foreground threshold absorbs new objects quickly into the background 
whereas a very large foreground threshold resists adaptation. This is partially complicated 
by the characteristics of multimodal backgrounds and the speed/size of moving 
foreground. When considering the hypothetical case of a dynamic background with three 
distinct colors, each equally occupying a space in time, it will take three times the value 
of the foreground threshold before any of the three colors is declared background. 
Another case is a long train that is moving slowly. If the train has a uniform color, its tail-
end could be misinterpreted as background because the cells that collected data from the 
front of the train will have accumulated a large enough count to surpass the foreground 
threshold by the time it sees the back of the train. Most foreground objects of interest 
(people, cars, etc.) have a smaller horizontal width than a train, and for many scenes 
single-mode backgrounds outnumber the multimodal. Setting the foreground threshold 
based on a defined temporal lifetime is sufficient for these cases.  
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Scene Adaptation through Decimation 
When monitoring scenes for extended periods of time, the background model 
must be able to adapt to changing conditions. This is important because, over time, cells 
will be created due to lighting transitions, newly visible background objects, or short-
term foreground objects. Old cells that have been made irrelevant by changes in scene 
conditions need to be removed. This includes short-term foreground objects having small 
observation counts, old cells that have been occluded for an extended period of time, or 
cells that have changed color due to a persistent lighting change (day-to-night). We have 
devised a technique for the multimodal mean called decimation, which serves as the 
primary measure of long-term adaptation in the scene. In decimation, cells are 
periodically deleted from the model according to a predetermined decimation rate d.  
Decimation works as follows; every d units of time, all cells are scanned in each 
set. The observation count C and component sums S of all cells are halved. If a cell’s 
count value is less than the cell threshold Cth, then it is removed from the set. Halving 
the value of cells makes it possible for dominant cells, those with the largest observation 
counts, to be overtaken by new cells after they become occluded. The decimation rate is 
set based on how long the user needs an occluded background to maintain dominance. If 
the decimation rate is too frequent, then background cells will be deleted during brief 
periods of foreground occlusion. At a minimum, the decimation rate should be at least 
twice the value of the foreground threshold Fth to ensure that unwanted ghosting effects 









log  decimations before it would be deleted from the model. For a 
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cell threshold of four, Table 2 shows the approximate time to deletion of a persistently 
occluded background cell as a function of decimation rate. 
Table 2: Occluded background approximate time to deletion (Cth = 4 seconds) 
Decimation Rate (secs) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 
Appx. Time to Deletion (secs) 60 117 173 232 294 359 426 494 564 1,329 
 
In some cases, a new cell will be created immediately prior to a decimation run. Since the 
new cell will not have enough time to gain significance (high observation count), it will 
be deleted during the decimation and re-learned. Any new cells that were created within a 
2×Cth window before decimation will be affected by this. If Fth is less than 2×Cth, then 
it is possible for the cell to absorb into the background then reappear as foreground after 
decimation. If Fth is greater than 2×Cth, then the cell will appear as foreground longer 
than the time set by Fth, taking at most an extra 2×Cth counts to absorb into the 
background.  
Evaluation and Results 
We perform experiments that evaluate the foreground detection quality of the 
multimodal mean under different background matching threshold conditions, the 
accuracy of decimation for long-term adaptation, and the runtime efficiency of 
multimodal mean. The purpose of these experiments is to determine how effective fixed 
thresholding is for multimodal mean, how accurate decimation is for controlling occluded 
object persistent (long-term adaptation), and how fast can the multimodal mean run on a 
resource-constrained embedded platform in comparison to other techniques.  
To determine how effective fixed thresholding is in comparison to standard 
deviation, we compare the percentage difference in false positive/negative foreground 
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pixel errors between the two in the form of the Jaccard coefficient [38].  This experiment 
begins with an analysis of the variability in background pixels, followed by an evaluation 
of foreground detection quality as a function of background matching threshold. The 
false positive/negative foreground segmentation errors on randomly selected image 
frames, in the form of the Jaccard coefficient, is calculated. The representation of the 
Jaccard coefficient is shown in Equation 2, where TP is the total number of true positives, 




=                                                                (2) 
Representing the foreground detection errors in this fashion mitigates the effects of 
scenes with overwhelmingly large amounts of true negative pixels on reported accuracy 
[36],[38].  
Decimation, which gives the user control over how long background objects are 
remembered by the model once they are occluded, is evaluated by running test sequences 
at different decimation rates and comparing the theoretically estimated occluded lifetime, 
as illustrated in Table 2, with the experimentally observed lifetime. Finally, to determine 
how efficient the algorithm is in comparison to others, the multimodal mean and several 
popular background models are mapped to an embedded PC to perform a runtime 
comparison. The algorithms are coded in C and compiled for the eBox 2300 200MHz 
x86 SoC and benchmarked. 
Model Parameters 
The multimodal mean model is controlled with four parameters, the foreground 
threshold Fth, cell threshold Cth, background matching threshold ε, and the decimation 
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rate d. The foreground threshold Fth controls the length of time that will pass before a 
foreground object is absorbed into the background. The cell threshold Cth is used to 
reduce the accumulation of cells in sets from short-term foreground transients. The image 
sequences used in the experiments primarily feature steadily moving pedestrians at 
walking paces and cars moving at speeds between 15 mph and 30 mph. Their lifetimes 
within the scene are relatively short (less than 10 seconds). To detect foreground that 
enters a scene briefly and leaves, we set our foreground threshold Fth to be 10 seconds. 
We set the cell threshold Cth to four seconds based on the assumption that a person 
walking orthogonal to the camera view at a constant pace will occupy a pixel location no 
longer than one second. Setting the threshold at four seconds makes an allowance for 
objects moving at non-orthogonal directions to the camera, and objects that are larger in 
horizontal width (i.e. bus, car, etc.). The background matching threshold is used to 
compare the current image pixel to a known background color.  
Measuring Pixel Dispersion 
In background models, current image pixels are compared with known 
background to determine if they are new or previously seen.  The comparison is made 
based on observed similarity between pixel colors, rooted in some measure of perceptual 
color difference or statistically observed variability of background colors (standard 
deviation). For fixed threshold background models, the user needs to manually set 
thresholds that minimize the occurrence of false positives and false negatives. Also, 
models based on recursively updated standard deviation need to have an appropriate 
value for the initial deviation σo. At a minimum, the threshold value needs to be set 
higher than the variability in background pixels caused by random scene noise and 
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camera sampling error. To empirically determine this, the following set of experiments 
examines the dispersion of color in background pixels more closely.  
Background pixels generally have a small standard deviation σ, leaving a narrow 
margin of error to detect foreground in the presence of background noise. Figure 4 
contains a plot of the green component of a single background pixel, its mean, and 
standard deviation. 
 
Figure 4: Standard deviation of background pixel 
The pixel is part of the blue wall in the scene shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: Staircase sequence 
The standard deviation of the background pixel’s color component is low (σ < 10) 
however, there exist several points in time where the color of the background pixel falls 
outside its standard deviation. Since the deviation is very small, using a multiplicative 
proportion of it (i.e. kσ) as the sole threshold for comparison of new and old pixels 
produces excessive false positives in the form of random noise speckles. Therefore, any 
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threshold value, fixed or variable, should be bounded to a minimum value based on an 
“average” measure of observed background color dispersion [8].  
To determine a minimum allowable threshold value for foreground detection we 
conducted an experiment using three test sequences, shown in Figure 6, with the match 
threshold set as ε = kσ. The scenes were taken at the Georgia Institute of Technology for 
the purpose of pedestrian tracking. 
Parking Walkway Staircase
 
Figure 6: Test sequences with highlighted background sub-blocks 
σ is the standard deviation of all observed pixels at coordinate x. Each sequence has 
steady pedestrian traffic walking orthogonal to the camera. For this experiment we have 










σ                                                (3) 
where j is the color component, xt is the current pixel value at time t and x  is the mean. 
Pixels within the absolute range kσ of a cell, having a count value greater than Fth are 
considered background. Varying k from one to five, we found that k needs to be greater 
than or equal to three to ensure that most of the background noise is not misinterpreted as 
foreground. To get a closer view of how the background pixels vary in a scene, Table 3 
lists the average standard deviation of the highlighted background sub-blocks in Figure 6. 
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Table 3: Standard deviation of background sub-blocks 





Taking the average standard deviation of these sub-blocks and multiplying by k = 3 
resulted in a deviation range of 3.96 to 10.80.  In subsequent experiments we make any ε, 
whether fixed or computed through standard deviation, no smaller than 10. This coincides 
with previous work in [8], which had a low variance threshold of 49.0. 
Threshold Accuracy 
Statistically-based background matching thresholds are based on the observed 
activity within the scene whereas fixed thresholds assume a set of expected behaviors and 
background characteristics (i.e. controlled lighting, etc.) about the scene. In this section 
we investigate statistical and fixed thresholding for background matching in the 
multimodal mean model by comparing false positive/negative foreground segmentation 
errors on randomly selected image frames. Figure 7 shows the result of foreground 
detection using standard deviation and a fixed global threshold. For standard deviation, k 
holds the values [1, 2, 3, 4, and 5] where ε = kσx,j and σx,j is the standard deviation of all 
pixels observed at coordinate x for color component j. For fixed thresholds, ε holds the 














Fixed Threshold Standard Deviation
 
 
Figure 7: Foreground detection comparison using fixed and variable thresholds where ɛ = kσ for the 
variable threshold 
 
Table 4 and Table 5 show the false positive/negative pixel errors accumulated for each 
frame, in the form of the Jaccard coefficient, when compared against the ground truth.  
 
Table 4: Jaccard coefficients for MCD threshold 
 Threshold (ɛ) 
 10 20 30 40 50 
Parking 0.67 0.73 0.71 0.68 0.65 
Walkway 0.07 0.18 0.34 0.48 0.56 




Table 5: Jaccard coefficients for standard deviation threshold 
 Threshold (ɛ = kσ) 
 σ 2σ 3σ 4σ 5σ 
Parking 0.67 0.74 0.72 0.68 0.63 
Walkway 0.07 0.18 0.57 0.69 0.69 
Staircase 0.12 0.47 0.73 0.70 0.68 
 
The narrow match thresholds (ɛ < 30) operate under the assumption that the variation of 
background colors is low. However, if it is too narrow the foreground detection will have 
a high number of false positives from noise and fluctuating environmental conditions. 
This is visible in all the test sequence results from Figure 7 when k = 1 and ɛ = 10.  The 
Walkway and Staircase sequences have a low Jaccard coefficient (< 0.50) in the narrow 
threshold range. Wider thresholds allow a larger variation in background color. However, 
if the threshold is too wide it can result in increased false negatives from ambiguities 
between foreground objects similar in color to background. This is visible in the higher 
threshold tiers of the Parking sequence where k = 5 and ɛ = 50, with the Jaccard 
coefficient either falling or tapering as the threshold is widened. Generally, we have 
found that the highest Jaccard coefficients correspond closely with a subjective visual 
assessment of the best foreground image. In the Parking sequence, the highest Jaccard 
coefficient came from a fixed threshold of 20 and a standard deviation threshold of 2σ. 
The highest Jaccard coefficient from the Walkway sequence came from a fixed threshold 
of 50, and a standard deviation threshold of 4σ and 5σ. The Staircase sequence performed 
best at a fixed threshold of 40 and 50, and a standard deviation threshold of 3σ. 
In most of the images, the error level and segmentation quality using standard 
deviation and fixed thresholds are comparable. The average percentage difference in error 
for the Parking sequence is 1.2%. For the Staircase sequence the difference is 4.3%. The 
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major exception occurs in the Walkway sequence, where the trees oscillated very rapidly. 
This is because the dynamic backgrounds have a much higher standard deviation than the 
static backgrounds. In this case the average percentage difference in error is 21.5%, 
which is significantly larger than the differences in the Staircase and Parking sequences. 
Detailed examinations of specific image sub-blocks from Figure 8 helps to explain these 
differences. 
 




Figure 8: Image sub-block analysis 
Block A contains static background objects while Block B contains multimodal 
backgrounds such as a waving tree branch, or rippling leaves. The standard deviation is 
recorded for each pixel in the sub-blocks and averaged in Table 6. 
Table 6: Sub-block standard deviations measurements for test sequences 
 Single Mode Block (A) Multi Mode Block (B) 
Parking 3.59 18.40 
Walkway 1.32 23.04 
Staircase 3.60 10.84 
 
The amount by which the standard deviation of the multimodal sub-blocks is higher than 
the single-mode is dependent on the physical behavior of the dynamic background and its 
occluding colors. The tree regions in sequence Walkway and Parking varied frequently 
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between green leaves and sky, causing significantly more false positives. In contrast, the 
leaves in the staircase sequences vary between a more similar set of colors. Using 
standard deviation as the threshold alleviates more false positives because it computes a 
wider background threshold for the dynamic background pixels. The Parking and 
Staircase sequences show similar results between the fixed thresholds because the 
dynamic background population is sparse (Parking) and the variation is small (Staircase). 
If one looks closely at the foreground segmentation of the Staircase sequence, one can 
see that the standard deviation threshold had less false positives in the ground area where 
there are fluttering leaves. However, since the variations were small, the fixed threshold 
produced a comparable result, with slightly more error.  
The higher accuracy of variable thresholding in our test results comes at the 
expense of increased computational complexity and storage requirements. Table 7 shows 
the number of operations per pixel required to compute a set of thresholds.  
Table 7: Operations per pixel for cell match thresholds 
Method Total Add Sub Mult Div  Root Abs Comparison 
SAD 12 2 3 0 3 0 3 1 
MCD 12 0 3 0 3 0 3 3 
Standard 
Deviation 
44 7 7 12 9 3 3 3 
Rec. Est. Std. 
Deviation 
33 3 6 12 3 3 3 3 
 
This table includes the maximum component difference (MCD) for fixed thresholding 
and the standard deviation approach, used in the results from Figure 7. The table also 
includes two additional methods. The first is a fixed threshold using the sum of absolute 
difference (SAD) and the second is a variable threshold using the recursively estimated 




t = (1 – ρ)σ
2
t-1 + ρ(It - µt)
2
                                            (4) 
The standard deviations were computed separately for each color component. Using SAD 
allows for more variation in individual color components when matching. However, 
ambiguities are introduced when modeling objects that retain the majority of their color 
information in just one of the three components. The recursive estimation provides a 
more cost-effective way of computing the standard deviation, with slightly increased 
error. Table 8 and Table 9 compare the foreground detection accuracy of these 
techniques. 



































Table 8: Jaccard coefficient comparison of SAD (x = 2) and MCD (x = 1) thresholds 
 Threshold (ɛ) 
 10x 20x 30x 40x 50x 
MCD 0.07 0.18 0.34 0.48 0.56 
SAD 0.07 0.17 0.30 0.42 0.54 
 
Table 9: Jaccard coefficient comparison of full standard deviation and recursively estimated 
standard deviation thresholds 
 
 Threshold (ɛ = kσ) 
 σ 2σ 3σ 4σ 5σ 
Full SD 0.07 0.18 0.57 0.69 0.69 
Est SD 0.06 0.15 0.51 0.66 0.65 
 
The learning rate for the estimated standard deviation is 0.01 with an initial standard 
deviation of 10. We chose an initial standard deviation of 10 to coincide with the 
threshold lower bound defined in Section 4.1. In computational terms, using standard 
deviation for thresholding requires more than twice the number of operations per pixel 
when compared to the fixed thresholds. Also, standard deviation-based methods use more 
memory, requiring three extra integers per cell for squared component sums (true 
standard deviation), and three extra floats to store previously estimated standard 
deviations.  In the Parking and Staircase sequences, the differences between the fixed 
and variable thresholds are negligible, making the added computational complexity 
unnecessary. In the Walkway sequence, the average percentage difference in error 
between the estimated standard deviation and true standard deviation is 11%, suggesting 
that using the estimated standard deviation is an acceptable compromise that can reduce 
the number of operations per pixel if more sophisticated thresholding is required. The 
differences between SAD and MCD for fixed thresholding are difficult to perceive in the 
test sequences. The average error percentage difference is 7% in the Walkway sequence. 
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For our experiments, we find it preferable to use MCD for fixed thresholding as it 
requires all three color components to be close in value to observed background pixels 
when matching.  
Generally k = 3 and ε = 30 produced acceptable foreground images in Figure 7, 
representing an acceptable assumption of the threshold needed to obtain quality 
foreground images on a variety of sequences, both known and unknown.  Although not 
optimal, when viewing the results from Table 4 and Table 5, it represents a good tradeoff 
between the extremes of the narrow and wide thresholds. To understand how a fixed 
threshold of ε = 30 was comparable to the standard deviation based thresholds in the 
Parking and Staircase scenes we refer to Table 6, which measured the average standard 
deviation of background objects in areas with no foreground activity. The standard 
deviations of background objects vary between zero to four for the single-mode 
backgrounds and 10 to 23 for the multimodal backgrounds. Most of the background block 
deviations are below 20, except for the multimodal block in Walkway, where there is a 
rapidly waving tree branch. Having a threshold of ε = 30 favors scenes in which 
background is more than likely to be occluded by very dissimilar foreground object 
colors, resulting in low false positives at the expense of a potentially increased amount of 
false negatives and false positives in multimodal areas.  
Adaptation through Decimation 
Decimation is used to control how long background cells are kept in the model 
after occlusion, and as a method to purge short-lived cells from the model. During 
decimation, cell observation counts are halved periodically so that the new, persistent 
objects can gain dominance over the background areas they occlude. This is useful in 
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controlling the appearances of background ghosts, as well as preventing the overflow of 
storage elements.  
Figure 10 contains a scenario that we have used to test the effectiveness of 
decimation for long-term scene adaptation.  
t = 0 seconds t = 1010 seconds t = 1730 seconds
Observed Location Parked Vehicle Vehicle Exits
 
Figure 10: Long-term adaption scenario using decimation 
In this scenario a car parks for 11 minutes before exiting. Prior to the entry of the car, the 
background model has been monitoring the scene for 16 minutes. The cells associated 
with the road have built up several minutes’ worth of history in the form of ratiometric 
color sums and observation counts. Figure 11 shows a plot of the observation count for 
all cells at the location marked in the image by the red circle in Figure 10.  
Cell observation counts from a select pixel at the 
parked vehicle location 



























Figure 11: Cell count histories (decimation example) 
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In this plot the decimation rate is set at 100 seconds. The high observation count at t = 
500s to t = 1000s indicates that the object the pixel belongs to (the road) is persistent in 
the scene. Although the cell associated with the road pixel was decimated 10 times, its 
continued observance in the scene for 16 minutes allowed its observation count value to 
maintain prominence. Once the road was occluded, decimation of the road cell allowed 
the car to overtake its observation count. Continued decimation eventually leads to the 
road cell being deleted from the model.  
The maximum count any cell can reach with decimation is two times the 
decimation rate (2d). If the road was observed with no illumination changes or occluding 









log  decimations before it would be deleted from the model. 
This coincides with the results in Figure 11, where it takes four decimations for the cell 
associated with the road to be deleted. With decimation set to occur every 100 seconds, 
the road has to be occluded for approximately 7.2 minutes before it is deleted. Adjusting 
the decimation rate d to 25 seconds would cause the road to be deleted after only one 
minute of occlusion.  
The value of d is selected based on if the user prefers an occluded background to 
be deleted quickly or slowly. Table 2 shows the approximate time to deletion of occluded 












Figure 12 is a real-world example of how the road’s observation count decreases, 
depending on the decimation rate.  
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Figure 12: Observation counts from a select pixel at the parked vehicle location as a function of 
decimation 
 
At a decimation rate of 50 seconds the road cell is deleted at t = 1,200s, approximately 
200 seconds after it was occluded. At a decimation rate of 100 seconds, the road cell is 
deleted at t = 1,500s, approximately 500 seconds after it was occluded. At a decimation 
rate of 200 seconds, the road would need to be occluded for approximately 1,329 seconds 
before it is deleted from the model. Since the car occludes the road for 660 seconds, the 
road cell was not deleted. It is recalled once the road becomes visible. This tracks closely 
with the theoretical approximations of time to deletion, as shown in Table 2. 
In addition to controlling occluded object persistence, decimation prevents 
overflows in observation counts and accumulation of old cells in sets. Arithmetic 
overflow is less of a concern when dealing with 32-bit integers due to its dynamic range. 
However, a 16-bit implementations could encounter arithmetic overflow in a matter of 
hours or days, depending on the frame rate and decimation rate. Therefore, the 











































































































decimation rate must be less than DR/(2FR), where FR is the frame rate of the sequence 
and  DR is the dynamic range of the observation count. Another concern is the amount of 
memory used to store cells in a set. To have a better understanding of the effect of 
decimation on memory usage, we conducted an experiment using three long duration 
scenes. Docks served as a control sequence because there is sparse foreground activity 
and a relatively stable background. The Science sequence has a high volume of vehicle 
traffic and moving pedestrians. The Traffic sequence overlooks a road with frequent 
passing of vehicles. We vary the decimation rate from once every 10 seconds to 500 
seconds. The memory usage in terms of average cells per set is listed as a function of 
decimation rate in Table 10, along with their respective segmentation images shown in 
Figure 13. 
Table 10: Decimation statistics 
 Decimation Rate (secs) 
 10 100 500 
Docks 1.27 1.40 2.26 
Traffic 1.46 1.52 2.29 
Science 1.31 1.36 1.67 
(a) Average Cells per Set 
 Decimation Rate (secs) 
 10 100 500 
Docks 2 4 6 
Traffic 2 4 8 
Science 3 5 8 











d = 10 seconds
d = 100 seconds
d = 500 seconds
 
Figure 13: Foreground segmentation as a function of decimation (d) 
Table 10(a) represents the memory usage from a global perspective whereas Table 10(b) 
gives a pixel-level representation. The most frequent decimation rate (10 seconds) has the 
lowest number of cells per set due to its frequent deletion of cells. At this decimation rate, 
the memory usage among the sequences is similar. However, the amount by which usage 
increases with decimation rate differs depending on the foreground activity and 
illumination conditions within the scene. For example, the Docks sequence has sparse 
foreground activity throughout its duration. As a consequence, it has the lowest “max 
cells per set” count. In contrast, the traffic sequence has frequent passing vehicles, which 
results in more cells per set being stored to model different car colors. Even though the 
Docks sequence had much less foreground activity than the Science sequence, it had more 
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cells per set because there were more lighting changes that were kept in the model when 
using the less frequent decimation rates.  
 The Docks sequence at a decimation rate of 10 seconds shows the unwanted 
effects that come from setting the decimation rate too frequent. In the circumstance of 
brief occlusions of background with passing foreground, it is expected that the 
background will be “remembered” once the foreground object passes. The overly 
aggressive deletion of cells leads to more false positives because the model “relearned” 
previously seen background cells that were prematurely deleted. 20 minutes into the 
Docks sequence a grey car enters from the right, drives up the road and briefly stops to 
drop off a passenger. The car backs up and turns around to exit, using the same path it 
entered. While this is happening the background model adds cells to the set and updates 
its observation count to include information about the semi-stationary car during the two 
times it stops. Figure 14 illustrates the exact path of the vehicle and the time it lingers at 
each point. The car is in the scene for a total of 37 seconds. 
Car remains in this area for 16 seconds
Car remains in 
this area for 6 
seconds
Background Ghosts




Figure 14: Path of vehicle as it makes two brief stops 
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This ghosting effect is visible when the decimation rate is 10, which is below the 
recommended minimum that states Fthd 2≥ . In the case of an extended foreground 
occlusion, the user decides the time-period in which an occluded background will be 
remembered.  
When the decimation rate is infrequent, there is the potential for aliasing of new 
foreground with previously seen foreground cells that were not deleted from the model. 
Also, it takes longer for cells that have surpassed the cell threshold in observation count 
to be deleted from the model. Short-term foreground that was observed just frequently 
enough to surpass the cell threshold in observation count will remain in the model until 
the next decimation cycle. In the Traffic and Science sequences there are more observable 
false negatives at a decimation rate of 500 seconds than 100 seconds because many cars 
of similar colors have driven across the road and their cell records were not deleted from 
the model. This effect was not visible in the Docks sequence because there were few 
transient foreground objects in the scene, making the potential for misclassifications 




The MMean algorithm was evaluated against popular backgrounding techniques 
such as frame differencing, approximated median, sliding window median and mean, 
weighted mean, and Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) on the eBox-2300 embedded platform 
(Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [1],[4] shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15: eBox 2300 VESAPC embedded platform 
 
It weighs 505g and its dimensions are 115×115×35mm. Its small size and weight make it 
amenable for deployment in numerous locations, as it can be easily mounted to walls, 
monitors, and other fixtures. It operates using a Vortex86 SoC-200MHz fanless CPU 
with 128MB of onboard SDRAM, having a low power consumption of 15 Watts [16]. To 
map the MMean algorithm to the eBox-2300 platform, the number of available cells per 
set was restricted to four, and the model was run using the modified cell structure in  
Figure 16. 
Sr Sg Sb C Rcount1 Rcount2 
 
Figure 16: Multimodal mean cell structure with recency counters 
 
The recency counters Rcount1 and Rcount2 are necessary in this mapping to help chose a 
replacement cell if a new pixel is seen and its existing count of cells in the set are maxed 
out. Rcount1 records how often the cell was observed within a recent time window. 
Rcount1 is reset to zero every w frames (here w = 32). Upon reset, the value of Rcount1 
is copied over to Rcount2 so that recency information is not completely lost. When a new 
cell needs to be created, and all available cells are currently being used, a decision must 
be made on which cell to replace. The cell to be replaced is selected from the subset of 
cells seen least recently with the smallest overall count. In the unlikely event that all cells 
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are observed equally often over an entire window, then the cell with lowest Count is 
replaced.  
  Figure 17 shows the test sequences used and their output foreground frames 
produced by the different background modeling techniques with the parameter settings 
listed in Table 11.  
Table 11: Model parameters 
 
Algorithm Parameters 
Mean/Median (SW) |window| = 4 
Weighted Mean α = 0.1 for µt  = (1 – α) × µt-1 + αxt 
Mixture of Gaussians 
(MoG) 
K =4 modes, initial weight 0.02, α = 0.01, weight threshold 
T = 0.85 
Multimodal Mean K = 4, Ex = 30 for x ϵ {R,G,B}, d = 400, w = 32 
 
Figure 18 compares the accuracy of each technique in the form of total false positive and 
negative errors from each sequence.  
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Figure 17: Image quality comparison of background modeling techniques 
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The runtime comparison is presented in Table 12, which shows the average processing 
times per frame, average frame rates, and storage requirements for each background 
modeling method executing on the eBox test platform.  










Differencing 7.6 132.0 1: packed RGB 
Approximated 
Median 8.5 117.3 1: packed RGB 
Median (SW) 69.2 14.4 3: 3 char × 4 
Weighted Mean 26.8 37.3 1: packed RGB 
Mean (SW) 28.2 35.5 3: 3 char × 4 
MoG 273.6 3.7 
22: 5 FP × 4 
modes + 2 int 
Multimodal 
Mean 43.9 22.8 
18: (4 int + 2 
char) × 4 cells 
 
Notably, MMean provided a 6x improvement in execution time over MoG on the eBox-




Figure 18: Error comparison between background modeling techniques 
 
It is clear from these results that the MMean technique produces comparable results as  











CHAPTER 3 : AN EFFICIENT, CHROMATIC CLUSTERING-BASED 
BACKGROUND MODEL FOR EMBEDDED VISION PLATFORMS 
Introduction 
Advances in surveillance technology (low-cost high resolution imagers) and 
processor architectures (energy-efficient, embedded processors) have enabled a new 
generation of low-cost embedded surveillance systems. However, new backgrounding 
techniques are needed to achieve real-time performance within the processing and 
memory constraints of embedded systems. Most surveillance applications analyze salient 
foreground objects to recognize specific activities of interest. Foreground is detected by 
comparing pixels in a scene frame to a reference (background) model. Non-matching 
pixels are declared as foreground. Adaptive pixel-based approaches statistically update 
their models to reflect foreground changes (e.g., occlusions) and background changes 
(e.g., illumination changes) to the scene. Multimodal background models include 
multiple values for each pixel to better capture dynamic background. These models 
require significant computation and storage to iterate through and update candidates in 
the background model. While this improves foreground detection accuracy, it has often 
prevented an efficient embedded system realization. The multimodal mean background 
model, for example (Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [1],[4] employs an adaptive, 
multimodal background framework that efficiently matches pixels against a multiple 
value set. But with ever increasing imager resolutions, this technique can still struggle to 
meet required frame rates. 
This chapter presents a background modeling optimization approach that reduces 
processing and storage requirements while maintaining accuracy.  A hybrid background 
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model is presented that exploits the stability of large, persistent background objects so 
that unnecessary model updates and adaptations are suppressed. These stable object 
types, such as buildings and roads, usually contain homogenous color distributions that 
can be identified by analyzing the color composition of a single image frame. Based on 
the chromatic distribution, a small color palette is defined against which large, permanent 
background object colors can be compared. During background modeling, the pixels 
belonging to the permanent background colors are classified as stable, while others are 
declared adaptable. A hybrid background segmentation technique is used to process the 
two classes of pixels.  The ``stable'' pixel classification allows quick identification and 
processing by using the palette as a background color look-up table. Experiments show 
that the stable class represents 46% to 70% of pixels in our test sequences. The palette is 
recomputed, as needed, to adapt to gradual, but significant, scene changes (Valentine et 
al.) [42],[43]. The ``adaptable'' pixel classification invokes the MMean algorithm 
(Apewokin and Valentine et al.) [1],[4], an adaptive multimodal background model. A set 
of ratiometric values is maintained for each pixel, allowing dynamic background 
modeling and value management based on match frequency. 
To evaluate the performance of this technique on an embedded platform, it is 




Fluid pedestrian traffic moving 
towards and away from the 
camera. Also contains stationary 
persons and abandoned objects. 
Sporadic pedestrian traffic in all 
directions. Also contains stationary 
persons and large illumination 
shifts from varied cloud cover.
Sporadic pedestrian traffic and a 
train moving toward and away from 
the camera. Also contains 
stationary persons and abandoned 
objects.
Fluid pedestrian traffic moving 
directly orthogonal to the camera.
Fluid pedestrian traffic moving 
directly orthogonal to the camera.
Fluid pedestrian traffic moving 
directly orthogonal to the camera. 








Indicates general areas and direction of motion  
Figure 19: Description of hybrid model test sequences 
 
Scenes Walkway, Sidewalk, and Light Post contain a steady flow of pedestrian traffic 
moving orthogonal to the camera view. Additionally, scene Walkway  contain multimodal 
rustling tree leaves. The sequence named Courtyard is captured from a high vantage 
point, with moving clouds and drastically fluctuating daytime lighting changes. The 
CPETS_S7_T6_B and i-Lids AVSS Easy sequences have a significant amount of 
pedestrian traffic walking toward, parallel, and away from the camera. The 
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CPETS_S7_T6_B [32] and i-Lids AVSS Easy [23] are standard test sequences used in 
abandoned baggage detection. They have been downsampled in frame rate to 1 fps for 
processing on the eBox-2300. The other sequences vary in sampling frame rates between 
1 fps and 10 fps. The Walkway, Sidewalk, and Light Post sequences were originally 
collected at Georgia Tech for a pedestrian tracking and counting application. 
The presented hybrid background model works well in these real-world, indoor 
and outdoor sequences. Executing at the required frame rate on the eBox-2300, this 
model achieves an average speedup of 45% compared to the multimodal mean algorithm 
alone. It also reduces memory usage by an average of 58%. These improvements support 
an efficient embedded surveillance system implementation.  
 Related Work 
Typical background modeling techniques continuously update data for each pixel 
location. Adapting these models involves repeated updating of weights, Gaussians, 
variances, means, or observation counts. Given the large model size, which is sometimes 
over three times the storage of an uncompressed image, this requires an enormous 
number of memory accesses and maintenance operations. Every pixel incurs similar 
processing overhead, whether or not they represent significant changes in scene content. 
In contrast to these techniques, we are taking a novel approach by treating certain types 
of background pixels differently for more efficient processing and storage on embedded 
processing targets. Specifically, we represent long-term, stable background data 
compactly using a small palette of 15 colors that are referenced as a look-up table. The 
color palette, created using a data clustering method to identify chromatically clustered 
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colors belonging to large, stable background objects, allows us to compactly represent 
stable pixels with a spatial index map and quickly process them. 
Traditional clustering techniques represent unsupervised classification of patterns 
into distinct groups [25]. They have been used primarily to perform image quantization 
and image segmentation. Examples of clustering techniques include histogram 
population, median-cut, octrees, mean-shift segmentation, normalized cuts, and k-means 
clustering. 
Creating an RGB color histogram is one of the simplest ways to cluster color 
information.  In a three-dimensional RGB color histogram, the color space is divided into 
equally spaced cubes (bins). As the image is scanned, the bin counts are incremented for 
each matching pixel. This is fast, as only a single scan through the image is required. This 
technique is commonly referred to as the Histogram Population Method [25]. 
The Median-Cut Clustering algorithm takes an RGB color cube and segments it 
into distinct subsets of smaller cubes. Each box represents a color bin that signifies how 
many pixels in the image have that color. The boxes are continually subdivided until the 
number of requested bins are reached. When segmenting the boxes, the split is made 
along the longest component side such that the two smaller boxes have an approximately 
equal number of pixels [22]. 
Octree is a clustering technique that categorizes data within hierarchical trees.  Its 
unique feature is that it clusters based on the bit positions of the data's numerical values. 
When used to cluster RGB color data, the tree hierarchy is based on the eight bit-
positions of a pixel's RGB values.  Indexing into the octree is performed by grouping bit 
positions of the pixel's RGB color components into three-bit words. The top level 
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contains eight child branches. Each branch can contain a leaf, or eight additional child 
branches.  Color clustering is performed by scanning the image with each pixel being 
inserted into its appropriate leaf in the octree. A leaf represents all the pixel values that 
fall within the bit index ranges ascribed by the tree. The lowest level of the octree, 
indexed by the LSBs of the RGB pixel value, contains the most detailed grouping of 
colors [19]. 
Mean shift segmentation [18] and normalized cuts in graph-theoretic 
segmentation [26] are often used for image segmentation.  In the mean shift segmentation 
algorithm, a number of initial search window locations are first chosen uniformly in the 
color space.  The centroids of the data points within each window are computed. 
Afterwards, the windows are shifted until their centers are matching the computed 
centroids, and the windows no longer move.  Overlapping windows are usually merged. 
Normalized cuts in graph theoretic segmentation is more complex, as it involves creating 
a weighted, undirected graph from the pixel data points. The edges that are formed 
between every pair of pixel points are a function of similarity between the pair. In 
clustering, the set of points are partitioned into disjoint sets such that a normalized sum of 
the weights of all the edges connecting a pair of partitions is minimized. 
K-means analysis is a technique used to optimize a set of existing cluster 
centroids. In this algorithm, k number of centroids are defined a priori. Each pixel in the 
image is matched with its nearest centroid, creating a set of k clusters.  Following the 
cluster creation, barycenters of each cluster are computed, resulting in an updated set of 
centroids.  Each pixel is then re-associated to the new set of centroids. This process is 
repeated until the centroids no longer move in subsequent steps.  Once this stage is 
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achieved, an optimal set of cluster centroids are found. This set is ultimately dependent 
on the initial quality of starting centroids, thus the optimized result may only be locally-
optimal [29]. 
A critical difference in our goals compared with traditional clustering methods is 
that we are interested in identifying and modeling stable regions of pixels, which do not 
completely cover the image. Traditional methods aim to cluster the entire image such that 
each segment is mapped to a visually optimal cluster color [37]. 
Chromatic distribution analysis for background color palette creation 
Our approach to efficient background modeling is based on the idea that we can treat 
certain background features as salient, rather than something to ignore and subtract from 
the image. This ``background saliency'' is defined by physically large and stable objects, 
having similarly large clusters of chromaticity. Examples of these include walls, roads, 
sidewalks, lawns, and buildings. Furthermore, since these objects are large, relative to 
their field of view in the image frame, we can find their basic color composition by 
determining the most popular colors in the image frame. This is conceptually illustrated 
in Figure 20, where we have outlined in each frame examples of two large, stable 
background objects (grassy regions, a building's wall, and a sidewalk).   
 
Figure 20: Conceptual highlighting of large, stable background regions in common outdoor settings 
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By identifying these regions through chromatic distribution analysis, we can quickly test 
pixels in these regions to detect changes due to foreground activity using a storage-
efficient background model.  
The background model for these stable regions consists of a color palette 
representing the 15 most popular colors in the image.  Three key requirements 
determined our choice of color distribution analysis algorithm to generate the color 
palette.  The first is that the analysis should consistently select colors that are in fact 
popular and that occur in regions that correspond to what a person would identify as 
stable background regions.  The second is temporal stability of pixel classifications and 
palette colors: if a pixel is classified as stable, it should match to its assigned palette color 
(which we refer to as its ``brand'') consistently over a long period of time.  The average 
deviation over time of the pixel value from the brand palette color to which the pixel is 
assigned should be small.  In addition, the percentage of stable pixels in the image that 
consistently match their assigned brand over time should be high.  The third requirement 
is that the palette should be efficient to compute and store, since it may need to be 
recomputed occasionally due to significant changes in the scene, such as large 
illumination changes or the appearance of new large occlusions. 
We experimented with several color clustering algorithms in the RGB colorspace. 
Two algorithms, median-cut and histogram population, rose to the top of candidate 
palette generation algorithms in satisfying our requirements.  
Histogram Population Method  
Our implementation of the histogram population method takes the three-
dimensional colorspace of 2
24




 = 256 color intensity values into 16 bins, each bin having a range of 16 intensity 








 = 4096 bins.  The initialization 
image is scanned in raster-order. For each RGB color pixel scanned, its associated bin in 
the histogram is incremented by one. At the end of the scan, a list of 4096 color bins is 
created and populated with a count of how many pixels in the image belonged to each 
bin. To create the 15-color palette, the bin list is sorted in descending order, with the bin-
coordinate centroid of the top 15 entries assigned to the palette. 
Our implementation of the median-cut technique begins with a full-resolution 
RGB cube containing 2
24
 = 16M color bins. The initialization image is scanned in raster 
order to populate the bins. After the initial scan the bins are represented as a single cube 
having diagonally extreme vertices of <0,0,0>,<255,255,255>. The color bins can be 
thought of as a blob in the three-dimensional space, where the cube is split into two along 
the longest end-to-end component dimension. The split is made such that the two new 
cubes have an equal amount of color bin counts. For example, the original cube can be 
split into two such that the new diagonally extreme vertices are <0,0,0>,<255,255,100> 
and <0,0,101>,<255,255,255>. The splitting of color cubes continue until 15 cubes are 
created. The average color of the bins populating each cube becomes an entry into the 
palette. 
We evaluated the histogram population and median-cut method on initialization 
frames from all our test sequences. Our tests compared their determination of the most 
popular colors and how well the selections held over time. Results of this experiment are 
shown in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: Comparison of popular color selection using histogram population and median-cut 
 
The black areas in Figure 21 are the locations where no palette color has been assigned. 
We expect these to be in places with occluding foreground or smaller-sized background 
objects and that expectation is met. The white places in the image are areas where a 
palette color was found. Visually, the resulting palletized images do not differ 
substantially between the two clustering algorithms. They pick generally the same colors 
in similar spatial regions, which correspond to humanly perceived stable background 
regions. 
To test the temporal stability of the color palette generation methods, we used the 
following two metrics.  The first metric focuses on pixels classified as stable in the 
image; these are pixels in the initial reference image from which the palette is generated 
that match within a threshold T1 of one of the palette colors, i.e., its brand. A palette color 
is a centroid representing a cluster of color intensities near it in a three-dimensional 
colorspace. When branding pixels in the current frame, they should be reflective of the 
centroid and not simply an intensity near the centroid. In our experiments, T1 is chosen to 
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be 10 to ensure each pixel is branded to a palette color that is in near proximity to the 
pixel's current color. In this experiment, we compute the average sum of absolute 
difference (SAD) between each stable pixel's brand and the pixel's color value in 
subsequent frames.  The SAD between the current pixel and its palette color is totaled, 
with the average recorded for all pixels. It is desirable that the SAD remain steady over 
time, since a diverging increase of SAD over time would indicate temporal instability in 
the color distribution. 
The left plot of Figure 22 shows an average of the results using this metric on our 
six test sequences.  
 
Figure 22: Evaluating the temporal stability of  palette colors (left) and pixel classification (right) 
 
The steady level of the plot illustrates how well the palette holds over time, under stable 
scene conditions (i.e. no lighting fluctuations or large occlusions). It illustrates that the 
palette colors generated by both methods remain consistent, with an average SAD of 30 to 
40 between the stable branded pixels in the image frame and their mapped palette color. 
The second metric we measured is the percentage of pixels classified as stable that match 
their assigned brand within a threshold T2. In our experiments, T2 = 30 to account for the 
standard deviation of palette colors.  The result of applying this metric is shown in right 
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plot of Figure 22.  It indicates that approximately 60% of the palletized locations (i.e., 
branded, stable pixels) were able to be matched over a period of 100 frames. These 
measurements constitute an average of the total runs across the six test sequences from 
Figure 19. 
Although efficient, the median-cut technique requires repetitive analysis and 
splitting of color cubes to reach the number of needed colors. In contrast, the histogram 
population technique is a more streamlined composition of linear bin population, 
followed by a simple list sort. The runtime performance difference between the two 
palette generation methods is not substantial when amortized across the runtime of 
modeling the entire sequence. However, since the two techniques produce similar palette 
colors in the same regions, with high temporal stability, we chose the histogram 
population method on which to base our fast, palette-based background model because of 
its inherent simplicity which yields slightly faster performance. 
 Fast, hybrid background modeling using color palette and MMean 
Our fast, hybrid background modeling algorithm consists of three main phases: color 
palette-based background model initialization based on chromatic cluster analysis, hybrid 
background model matching (palette-based for stable regions and multimodal mean for 
adaptable regions), and palette recomputation when needed. 
The palette-based background model that is used to efficiently match and process 
stable background is initialized in two steps: color palette generation and spatial index 
map computation.  First, a color palette is created based on a reference image of the 
sequence.  In general, the reference image can be generated from a training period in 
which a more expensive multimodal background modeling technique, such as MoG or 
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MMean is used to compute the reference image. However, for efficient on-line palette 
computation (and later recomputation on the fly), the experiments in this paper use the 
first image of the sequence as the reference.  Chromatic cluster analysis is performed by 
applying the histogram population method to the reference image.  The top k color bins 
resulting from the histogram analysis become palette colors. 
The second step of model initialization creates a spatial index map S from the 
reference image F. The spatial index map has an entry for each pixel in image F: if the 
pixel matches one of the palette colors within a predefined threshold T1, the 
corresponding location in the spatial index map Sx is assigned the index of the color in the 
palette; otherwise it is assigned a null entry (or value 0).  The spatial index map 
efficiently encodes pixel classifications as either stable (assigned index into the palette) 
or adaptable (assigned 0).  More precisely, each pixel Fx at location x in the reference 
image F, is compared to each of the k palette colors.  If there is a palette color Pm at 
palette index m in {1, 2, ..., k} such that Equation 5 is satisfied for each color component 
j: 
{ }BGRjTPF jmjx ,,,1,, ∈∀≤−                                                 (5) 
then the spatial index map Sx at location x is assigned palette index m of the matching 












                            (6) 
 
(In this notation, Fx,j is the reference image pixel value for color component j at location 
x, and Pm,j is the value of the color component j for palette index m.) 
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For computational efficiency, we assume each color component has the same 
standard deviation, so that we can use a single threshold value across all components. In 
the experiments in this paper, we bound the threshold to a component deviation of T1 = 
10 to ensure that only pixels in the image closely matching the palette colors are assigned 
entries in the spatial index map. The structure of the palette is shown in Figure 23. 
Observation Percentage 
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Figure 23: Color palette structure 
 
The palette contains the RGB components of each clustered color at list index i, and the 
total percentage of pixels classified as matching a palette color (or stable) in the image. 
The palette is small, requiring only [(3 × k) + 1] bytes of storage. The palette and spatial 
index map serve as a check for stable background pixels. Only a simple comparison of 
the current pixel color and the color of its assigned palette entry is needed to distinguish 
between foreground and background. This reduces computations related to model 
adaptations, as well as reducing the number of accesses to system memory. 
  The hybrid background model matching algorithm works as follows. For each 
pixel Ix in the current image frame at location x, the spatial index map for location x is 
looked up: m = Sx.  If m is 0, the pixel is treated as adaptable and processed using the 
multimodal mean algorithm described in Chapter 2.  Otherwise, the pixel is treated as 
stable and the index m is used to look up a palette color Pm.  If the palette color matches 
the current pixel value within a threshold T2 for each color component (according to 
Equation 7), the pixel is treated as background, otherwise it is declared foreground.  
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{ }BGRjTPI jmjx ,,,2,, ∈∀≤−                                      (7) 
In our experiments, T2 is chosen to be 30 to accommodate the standard deviations of the 
palette colors.  
The MMean algorithm is an efficient multimodal modeling approach for pixel 
locations classified as adaptable (i.e., having a null palette entry). The current pixel value 
is compared against a set of background cells representing observed background modes 
for that location. Each cell contains a running sum of observed RGB component values, 
an observation count, and two recency counts, as was illustrated in Figure 16 from 
Chapter 2. The palette-based approach reduces both the computational overhead and 
memory access overhead of the MMean algorithm. Computationally, it saves at least five 
additions per pixel that are used to update color sums and observation and recency 
counts, and three divisions to compute the background color average. In terms of memory 
accesses, it saves at least four loads for the color sums and observation count, and four 
stores after they have been updated. The savings in memory usage from the palette 
approach is significant as memory access latencies hinder runtime performance more 
prevalently in embedded systems, such as the eBox-2300.  
Over time, dramatic changes in lighting can alter the general color distribution of 
the scene. In such events, the chromatic distribution needs to be re-evaluated to align with 
current conditions. To determine when this is necessary, we track the percentage of 
successfully matched stable background pixels identified by the palette for each frame. A 
re-initialization of the palette is triggered when the observed coverage consistently falls 
below its historically measured match percentage. More specifically, the match 
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percentage, MatPt, tracks the value of the highest observed match percentage of t 
processed frames:  
{ }1,...,0)max( −== tiforObsPMatP it                                       (8) 
where ObsPi is the percentage of pixels in the current frame i that match their associated 
color in the spatial index map.  When the scene is in steady state, there are no large 
deviations in the observed match percentage. A match counter, called MatCount, is a 
scene-wide counter that is incremented by one every time the current frame's observed 
match percentage Obst falls a significant amount Pdev below the steady state value MatPt. 
If no significant deviation from steady state is observed in a subsequent frame, then 



















                    (9) 
Ideally, the observed percentage of stable branded pixels should be the same as its 
historical percentage. The amount of deviation between the observed percentage and 
historical percentage is dependent upon the source of the lighting change and the areas of 
the scene it affects. We set Pdev = 5% so that the palette can be recomputed due to global 
and local lighting changes. This operates under the assumption that no more than five 
percent of the stable branded pixels will be occluded by foreground for a sustained period 
of time. 
If MatCount becomes too high (above a threshold Pth), a significant, and 
persistent change has occurred in the scene. When this happens the palette is recomputed. 
A situation that should be avoided is recomputing the palette for a temporary change, or 
recomputing the palette in the middle of a transition to a new set of lighting conditions. 
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The duration of the transition, and if the resulting change is persistent, cannot be known 
ahead of time. The value of Pth is set based on the user's expectation of how long the 
model should wait for the original palette to reassert itself before making the decision to 
recompute. In our experiments, we expect that if the new lighting conditions exist 
persistently for more than 10 seconds then the palette should be recomputed to reflect 
this. We use Pth = 10 so that short-term fluctuations (one to two seconds) do not factor 
into the recomputation decision, and to ensure that there has been at least 10 seconds 
worth of observed changes in scene conditions. Pth can be tightened in scenes with more 
controlled lighting, such as indoor locations, or widened based on the expected transition 
periods between persistent environmental states. 
The Courtyard scene has several large, persistent illumination changes caused by 
varying cloud cover. In several places within the sequence, the lighting switches from 
dark to light settings within the span of a few seconds. Figure 24 shows a plot of the 





































Figure 24: Palette recomputation to lighting fluctuations in the Courtyard sequence 
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The dashed line plot shows the matching percentage using the initial color palette with no 
recomputation. The solid lined plot shows the matching percentage with the palette that 
has been recomputed after tracking the changes in observation percentage using 
MatCount. The unmodified palette match percentage falls to below 40%, resulting in 
fewer pixels being processed in the fast, stable pixel classification. Recomputing the 
palette to the current lighting conditions allows a far greater number of pixels to be 
processed as stable pixels, up to 73%, resulting in faster run-time execution.  
 For bandwidth purposes, it is common for video cameras to capture raw image 
data from the sensor and encode the video as an MPEG stream before sending it to the 
host for further processing. The reference frames from the MPEG stream are typically 
what is used to represent the still video image that is seen on the host. While the MPEG 
standard uses motion vectors to temporally compress the video stream, this information 
would not be applicable for palette generation. Since many commercial-off-the-shelf 
cameras feature automatic gain control and white balancing, having a way to synchronize 
palette re-initialization along with such camera controls is preferable. 
 Evaluation and Results 
We have evaluated the performance of our hybrid background model in terms of 
processing frame rates and segmentation accuracy (false positives and false negatives). 
We chose the eBox 2300 PC running Windows Embedded CE 6.0 as a testing platform 
because its moderate specifications are representative of the algorithm design constraints 
that developers will encounter when working with portable, embedded multimedia 
architectures. It uses a low-power 200MHz x86 processor on a fanless Vortex86 SoC. 
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Our code was developed entirely in C and compiled using the Microsoft Visual C++ 
2005 Embedded Platform Builder. We compiled a lightweight kernel of size 19MB to run 
our hybrid background model on the eBox. Test JPEG image sequences are preloaded 
into memory prior to algorithm execution. 
Runtime Performance 
We have measured the run-time performance of our hybrid background modeling 
algorithm on the eBox 2300 embedded PC platform, using the diverse set of test 
sequences listed in Table 13.  
Table 13: Test sequences used to evaluate hybrid model 
 
Sequence Number of Frames Ground Truth Frame 
CPETS_S7_T6_B 137 52 
Sidewalk 600 85 
AVSS AB EASY 118 55 
Courtyard 499 427 
Walkway 749 63 
Light Post 153 95 
 
All sequences have a frame size of 160×120, having a starting frame number of zero. The 
resolution of the image sequences was downsampled to 160×120 due to the limited 
amount of available onboard SDRAM of the eBox. Table 14 lists the algorithm 
parameters that were used in our experiments. 
Table 14: Hybrid model parameters 
 
Hybrid Model Parameters 
4 modes (MMean), Fth = 10 
15 Palette Colors 
T1 = 10, T2 = 30 
Pth = 10, Pdev = 5% 
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Noise occurs in the foreground frame due to errors, associated with stable branded 
background pixels that temporally exceed the expected standard deviation (T2) of the 
palette color, gradual changes in lighting, and misclassified pixels in the multimodal-
branded regions (Choi and Valentine et al.) [12]. We apply vertical and horizontal 
morphological filters to the foreground segmentation to clean up these false positives. To 
conserve memory usage on the eBox-2300 a 16-bit word is used as sliding window for 
the horizontal and vertical directions of the morphological operators. The 16-bit word 
stores the binary output of the foreground segmentation for 16 neighboring pixels in each 
of its bits. As the foreground image is scanned, the oldest pixel in the 16-bit word is 
discarded with an arithmetic right shift, and the current pixel's foreground/background 
state is placed into the least significant bit of the word with an arithmetic OR operation. 
The total sum of the pixel states in the 16-bit word is continually maintained by adding 
the new state and subtracting the old state after each arithmetic shift and OR operation. A 
pixel that was declared as foreground is reclassified as background if the total sum of its 
neighbors in the buffer is less than four pixels. 
In previous experiments described in Chapter 2, the MMean was shown to 
perform 6 times faster than MoG using 18% less storage. On average, we have achieved a 


































































































































Figure 25: Comparison of multimodal mean and hybrid model performance on eBox test platform in 
frames per second (fps) 
 
This is accomplished through the reduced number of memory accesses and simplified 
model operations of the palette-based approach. Table 15 shows the storage requirements 
of the two approaches, where λ represents the percentage of pixels in the image frame 
that have been branded as stable. 
 
 
Table 15: Hybrid model storage requirements comparison 
 
Method Storage (32-bit words/frame) 
Multimodal Mean 18×Width×Height 
Palette Spatial Index Map 0.25×Width×Height 
Hybrid Model (Width×Height)[(0.25λ) + 18(1-λ)] 
 
The palette approach requires only an index entry for each pixel in the image that 
was branded as stable whereas the MMean needs storage space for observation counts 
and component sums, where 18 words is derived from four ints (three color sums and 
observation count), two chars (two recency counts), times a maximum of four cells per 
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pixel. The palette model requires 0.25 words per pixel to store the palette table index. 
When combined with the morphological operators, this manifests itself during runtime as 
an average 3% increase of data load operations and a 39% reduction in data storage 
operations. The analysis was done by recording the number of memory load operations 
used to access data from the current image frame, spatial index map, palette, and MMean 
cells, and the number of memory storage operations used to write the output frame and 
update MMean cells.  Figure 26 details the number of memory operations executed for 
each test sequence using the two approaches. The number of load operations are 
comparable as they both need to retrieve the current image pixel and a reference pixel for 
matching.  
 

































































































































Figure 26: Runtime memory operations comparison between hybrid and multimodal mean models 
 
The hybrid model has additional load operations because of the extra foreground image 
data loads for the vertical morphological operator. In contrast, the two methods differ 
substantially in storage operations as the MMean requires additional operations to update 
observation counts, color sums, and perform cell replacements. On average, 58.9% of the 
pixels are branded as stable. This results in an average storage savings of 58%. 
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The improvement in runtime performance on the eBox is proportional to the 
coverage percentage of stable branded pixels in the sequence. For example, the  Sidewalk 
and Light Post sequences feature highly stable background features such as the building 
walls, sidewalks, and grass. The large, palletized background regions in these sequences 
cover 60% the entire image frame, resulting in large performance boosts over the 
Walkway sequence, which has a significant amount of dynamic background elements 
(rustling tree leaves) that are processed in the slower, adaptable classification by the 
MMean. The average cost of computing the palette and spatial index map is 84 ms 
whereas the average cost to compute a foreground frame is 21 ms. Therefore, if the 
palette is computed a few times over the duration of the sequence, it will have little 
impact on overall runtime. However, consistent and frequent palette recomputations, i.e. 
more than once every 50 frames, considerably reduces the processing frame rate. 
Hybrid Model Accuracy 
Our algorithm is able to maintain reasonable accuracy in foreground detection 
even though a significant percentage of pixels are processed in a coarse manner. Exact 
false positive and negative measurements for the hybrid background model and stand-

































Figure 27: Hybrid model foreground detection image comparison 
 
Figure 25 lists the average percentage of pixels that matched their pre-assigned palette 
color over the duration of the scene. It also compares the frame rates of the hybrid model 
with that of the stand-alone MMean. The increased frame rates achieved when combining 
the palette-based matching with MMean highlights the execution time improvements that 
can be gained through suppressed adaptation of long-term scene elements.  Depending on 
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scene activity and environmental conditions (e.g. lighting, weather), the palette was able 
to match 46% - 70% of the scene pixels over the duration of our test sequences. 
Effects of Algorithm Parameter Selection 
 
The hybrid background model relies on five independent parameters: T1, T2, Fth, 
Pdev, and Pth. We run a set of experiments, using different combinations of these 
parameters, to outline the effects they have on the hybrid model output. The matching 
threshold T1 is used only in spatial index map creation to match pixels in the initialization 
frame to colors in the palette. In contrast, the background matching threshold T2 is used to 
detect foreground pixels in each frame of the sequence by comparing them to known 
background pixels. The foreground threshold Fth determines how long a new pixel can 
be observed as foreground before it is absorbed into the background. Pdev is the allowed 
percentage deviation from the steady coverage percentage of observed, stable branded 
pixels. Pth, used in conjunction with Pdev, is a temporal measure of sustained deviation, 
which triggers palette recomputation when exceeded. Given that there are five modeling 
parameters, there are several possible combinations for experimentation. In this set of 
experiments we use the operating point Pdev = 5%, Pth = 10 frames, Fth = 10 frames, T1 
= 10, and T2 = 30 around which one parameter is varied while the remaining are held 
constant. This operating point was used to produce the results shown in Figure 27. We 
present the results in tabular form, with entries corresponding to the operating point 
highlighted in bold. The dependent parameters are accuracy (in the form of the Jaccard 
coefficient [38]) and average percentage of observed, stable branded pixels.  
The Jaccard coefficient Jc is the ratio of true positives (TP) to the sum of false 
positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and true positives (TP), as shown in Equation 2. We 
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use the Jaccard coefficient as an accuracy metric because it mitigates the effects of scenes 
with overwhelmingly large amounts of true negative pixels on reported accuracy, and 
normalizes the viewing of error pixels across sequences and modeling parameters. 
Coefficient values close to one are preferable, since they will have a small sum of error 
pixels. In the results below, the Jaccard coefficient is measured using the ground truth 
frames presented in Figure 27.  
Since the average coverage percentage is related to the runtime speedup when 
using the hybrid model, higher coverage percentages are preferable, as long as they do 
not hinder accuracy. The coverage percentages presented below are an average of the 
observed coverage percentages over the duration of each sequence. T1 reflects a tradeoff 
between accuracy and execution time. Table 16 shows the runtime effects when varying 
T1 from 8 to 30 for the test sequences.  
Table 16: Average coverage percentage as a function of T1, where T2 = 30, Pdev = 5, Pth = 10 
 
T1 CPETS_S7_T6_B Sidewalk AVSS AB 
Easy 
Courtyard Walkway Light 
Post 
8 51.76 65.36 49.73 43.38 40.19 59.46 
10 59.07 69.98 59.82 48.93 46.09 68.95 
12 63.15 72.95 67.61 52.95 49.73 73.88 
14 64.81 75.40 69.20 56.54 52.43 77.32 
16 67.55 76.63 74.87 57.97 55.85 79.89 
30 71.66 81.23 76.65 65.21 64.75 88.65 
 
Increasing T1 causes higher coverage and thus faster runtimes. However, increasing T1 too 






Table 17: Jaccard coefficient (Jc) as a function of T1, where T2 = 30, Pdev = 5, Pth = 10 
 
T1 CPETS_S7_T6_B Sidewalk AVSS AB 
Easy 
Courtyard Walkway Light 
Post 
8 0.74 0.66 0.59 0.22 0.59 0.41 
10 0.73 0.67 0.66 0.19 0.58 0.46 
12 0.74 0.67 0.51 0.19 0.55 0.48 
14 0.68 0.68 0.35 0.13 0.51 0.53 
16 0.60 0.68 0.62 0.12 0.56 0.56 
30 0.55 0.28 0.20 0.15 0.09 0.36 
 
Increasing T1 to 30 (equal to T2) causes ambiguities between stable branded pixels and 
foreground. Varying T1 from 8 to 30 causes an average 46% increase in coverage 
percentage, but it causes an average 46% decrease in accuracy. We chose our operating 
point T1 = 10 to serve as a balance between runtime performance and model accuracy. 
Varying T2 shows the typical effects of fixed thresholding on foreground frames. 
As seen by the Jaccard coefficients in Table 18, there is a rise, peak, and fall in accuracy 
as the threshold transitions from narrow to wide in most of the sequences.  
Table 18: Jaccard coefficient (Jc) as a function of T2, where T1 = 10, Pdev = 5, Pth = 10 
 
T2 CPETS_S7_T6_B Sidewalk AVSS AB 
Easy 
Courtyard Walkway Light 
Post 
20 0.35 0.60 0.57 0.09 0.13 0.31 
30 0.73 0.67 0.66 0.19 0.58 0.46 
40 0.75 0.63 0.64 0.30 0.60 0.56 
50 0.72 0.60 0.36 0.32 0.60 0.50 
 
The narrow thresholds cause more false positives while the wider thresholds will cause 
more false negatives. We observed that the effect of varying T2 on the average coverage 
percentage, and therefore execution time, is low. Our experiments showed that the 
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average standard deviation of the average coverage percentage was less than two when T2 
is varied around the operating point. 
Varying the other three parameters, Fth, Pdev, and Pth, had little effect on 
accuracy or runtime performance. The average standard deviation of the Jaccard 
coefficient when Fth was varied from 5 to 15, in increments of 5, was 0.02, with no 
changes in coverage percentage. The purpose of Pdev and Pth parameters is to trigger a 
re-initialization of the palette when a significant environmental change has occurred. 
When varying these two parameters about the operating point their effects on the output 
were not significant. In some cases, no change in coverage percentage or accuracy 
occurred. In our experiments Pdev was varied from 3% to 9%, in increments of 2%. Pth 
was varied from 5 to 15 frames in increments of 5. The average standard deviation of the 
Jaccard coefficient at the ground truth frame was 0.04 when varying Pdev and Pth. The 
average standard deviation in stable branded coverage percentage was 0.69% when 
varying Pdev and 0.55% when varying Pth at the ground truth frame. No significant 
changes are observed because these two parameters affect the long-term accuracy and 
runtime of the model. Their short-term effects are negligible since in many cases, re-
initialization has corrected the palette by the time the ground truth frame has been 
reached, or the environmental conditions of the scene are stable enough such that 
recomputation is not needed.  
Table 19 shows the error attributed to the adaptable and stable branded pixels 




Table 19: Jaccard coefficient (Jc) for the stable branded regions and the MMean, where T2 = 30, 




 CPETS_S7_T6_B Sidewalk AVSS 
AB 
Easy 




0.77 0.64 0.70 0.04 0.39 0.38 
Adaptable 0.68 0.68 0.58 0.32 0.63 0.69 
 
As expected, in the majority of sequences presented, regions that use the MMean 
(adaptable regions) are more accurate. However, in some cases the opposite is true due to 
the environmental characteristics of the specific scenes (i.e., level of foreground 
occlusion in a particular area or lighting changes). The results presented in behave 
similarly when other operating points are chosen, with some differences in overall 
accuracy and runtime depending on how close parameters such as T1 and T2 are to each 
















Most surveillance applications use background modeling to factor out elements of 
the scene that are stationary or changing in uninteresting ways (such as swaying tree 
branches or rippling waves). This allows salient objects in the foreground to be more 
readily monitored, tracked, and analyzed for normal or anomalous behavior. However, 
many crucial surveillance tasks require attention to new objects that appear and persist 
over time in the midst of a rapidly changing, cluttered scene (e.g., a suitcase left 
unattended in a crowded airline terminal for several minutes, a person or vehicle loitering 
near a busy street). Salient objects in these scenarios do not fit within the typical 
foreground detection framework prevalent in background models. These objects types lie 
between foreground and background, in a midground realm whose temporal scale is 
defined by the application.  
The human visual system has evolved to detect rapidly moving objects, and is ill-
suited to perceiving changes in varied time-scales, making it difficult to detect suspicious 
activities in dense environments. Automated video surveillance systems hold the 
potential to “tune in” to these types of changes within a temporal window defined by the 
application. A suspicious event could be a person loitering in a restricted area or a 
dangerous object being left unattended in a public area. In this class of threats, saliency is 
related to the object’s temporal properties, i.e. duration of existence in the scene, as 
opposed to whether it is new or previously seen. The temporal properties that determine 
saliency are: when an entity appears, when it stops moving, when it starts moving, and 
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how long it stays stationary or lingering. Traditional binary background/foreground 
models are unable to characterize this type of saliency.  
This chapter introduces a midground detection technique that explicitly models a 
precisely defined temporal window during which persistent foreground objects are 
classified as midground (Valentine et al.) [44]. Our technique uses a novel unified model 
for temporal scene analysis that applies to a wide range of applications having differing 
temporal constraints.  For example, applications such as loitering detection or abandoned 
object detection define saliency on a different time scale. An abandoned object detection 
application can operate on the order of seconds whereas a loitering detection application 
could operate on the order of minutes. When operating in these differing domains, our 
midground detection approach allows more precision than a bi-state 
background/foreground model, as its input parameters can be adjusted to fit the temporal 
constraints of the application.  
Midground object detection employs a pixel-level, adaptive multimodal 
background model, called multimodal mean, which consists of temporal records 
pertaining to object visibility under occlusions, birth date, and observation length [44]. 
The model separates scene elements into three categories: long-lived, persistent 
background elements, short-lived (ephemeral), moving foreground elements, and newly 
stationary, persistent (non-ephemeral) midground objects. For computational efficiency 
and high throughput, we use integer arithmetic operations to produce the model. Our 
results demonstrate a fast and effective adaptive implementation that is able to detect 
midground objects in real-world scenes.  
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Related Work 
A variety of techniques exist to detect stationary objects. Matthew et al. used 
time-based pixel history values within the framework of MoG background subtraction to 
detect static objects [30]. Specifically, they place pixel modes into one of four states, 
Creation (CR), Foreground Gaussian (FG), Background Gaussian (BG), and Background 
Dominant Gaussian (BDG). The manner in which the pixel transitions between states is 
used to detect new stationary objects. If the BDG is different after reordering of 
Gaussians, a potentially new stationary object is found. Additional conditions for the 
pixel to be a new stationary object are that the BDG was newly created and it remains as 
a BDG for a long duration. Its background weight ω must be over 0.5 so that dynamic 
background regions are not falsely identified.  
Porikli’s work uses two foreground and background maps, extracted from 3D 
multivariate Gaussian mixture models, to find stationary objects [34]. They are computed 
by sampling the input data at different frame rates. Four conditions, based on the map 
information, are used to delineate between short-term and long-term content. The four 
conditions are listed as follows: 
1. A pixel that is classified as both long-term and short-term foreground is 
considered a moving object.  
2. A pixel that is classified as only long-term foreground is considered as a 
potential stationary object.  
3. A pixel that is classified as only short-term foreground is considered an 
un-occluded background. 
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4. A pixel that is neither long-term nor short-term foreground is considered 
long and short-term background.  
To resolve ambiguity and ascertain truly stationary objects, data from the different 
sampling rates are combined to remove noise and specify the time that must pass before 
an object can be declared as abandoned.  
 Jodoin et al.’s work compares activity in the current image frame to that of a 
behavior image to detect abnormal content [27]. A training period over a time window M 
is used to initialize the behavior image. The behavior image keeps a temporal record of 
information in the form of a 2D binary field. At each frame the pixel is marked with 
either a “one”, indicating a moving object, or a “zero”, indicating a static location. A 
large number of zeros in the binary field indicates a low activity area.  An analogous 
window is used to measure the activity of recent image frames to create the observed 
behavior image.  The behavior images are created by taking the temporal average of all 
the values in each pixel field. Higher numbers indicate areas of activity. For the training 
image the average is taken over the entire sequence length M. The observed behavior 
image uses a smaller window W, where W << M.  The threshold for determining if a 
behavior is abnormal is based on the  0a distance function, where a pixel is defined as 
abnormal if the distance between the observed behavior image and the trained behavior is 
above the threshold ε. The trained behavior image is adapted through a weighted average 
of the observed and trained behavior images. Their method was shown to work well in 
experiments designed to observe busing highways and highly-trafficked pedestrian 
intersections to detect abandoned or lingering objects. 
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 In this chapter our approach differs from others by focusing on a storage and 
computational model for midground object detection that leverages the temporal record-
keeping native to the multimodal mean background modeling algorithm, which is 
explored in Chapter 2. The midground model is designed to detect persistent stationary 
objects within the temporal midground window defined by the user. The user explicitly 
controls the detection of midground by adjusting parameters related to occlusion 
tolerance, object age, and temporal window.  
Midground Model 
The midground model builds upon the foundation of multimodal mean to allow 
for characterization of saliency at different timescales, while remaining efficient for 
implementation on resource-constrained embedded devices. The multimodal mean 
algorithm maintains an average value for colors that are observed at a particular pixel 
location. Each image pixel value is represented as a three-component color representation 
space (e.g., RGB, HIS). Where It,j represents the color component j of a pixel in frame t 
(e.g., It,r denotes the red component of It). The background model for a given pixel 
maintains a set of mean pixel representations, called cells. The midground model uses a 
modified version of the multimodal mean cell structure described in Figure 3 of Chapter 
2. The midground cell structure is shown in Figure 28. 
Si,t,r Si,t,g Si,t,b Ci,t OCi,t Bday 
 
Figure 28: Midground cell structure 
 
Each cell (Celli,t) contains three mean color component values µi,t,j that have been 
computed over t frames for each color component x. The Si,t fields contain running sums 
of each color component, the Ci,t field holds the decimated count while OCi,t holds the 
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observation count, and Bday is the frame number at which the cell was created. During 
processing, pixels in the current frame that do not match existing cells initiate the 
creation of a new “seed” cell. When a pixel It does not match a cell during processing, if 
either a seed cell does not exist or existing seed cells have a count less than the cell 
threshold Cth, then a new seed cell is created (the existing low-count seed cell is 
replaced). The seed cell’s running sums are initialized to the color components of It, the 
count and observation count are initialized to one, and the birthday is initialized to t. 
Once a seed cell is matched Cth or more times, it becomes a regular cell and any 
subsequent pixel that does not match a cell will create a new seed cell. (In our 
experiments, Cth = 4.)  
Multiple cells can exist at any pixel location, depending on the multimodal nature 
of the pixel. Based on the birthday an observation count OCi,t, the age of a lingering 
object can be determined, as shown in Equation 10.  
tti BtAge −=−1,                                                            (10)  
Lingering and stationary objects will be occluded multiple times, given that this class of 
surveillance applications is often applied in public places. The midground model allows 
the user to set an occlusion tolerance percentage. This comes in the form of the 









, =                                                             (11) 
Each cell’s means are represented as a running sum for each color component Si,t,x an 
observation count, and decimated count. Si,t,j and Ci,t are periodically decimated to 
facilitate long-term adaptation of the model while OCi,t remain unmodified. If the value 
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of the cell’s decimated count Ci,t is decimated below the Cth, the cell is removed. This 
cleans up cells corresponding to previous midground or background elements that have 
disappeared from the scene. (In our experiments, d = 100 frames/decimation.) All fields 
are represented as 32-bit integers. P = number of sets (pixels), K = average cells per set, 
M = bytes per cell, and I = average instructions per cell per frame. The storage 
requirement for the midground model is given as:  
storageMG = P × K × M                                                  (12)  
Given the average image resolution P = 400,000, with K = 1.87 cells/set average, and M 
= 24 bytes per cell (six words) the representation storage requirement is 18 Mbytes. The 
computational requirement for the midground model is defined as: 
computationMG = P × K × I × fps                                            (13) 
A more precise expression includes mid-set matching effects and decimation costs. 
However, since sets are usually small and decimation is infrequent, this model is a good 
approximation. For the experiment conducted in this paper at one frame per second (fps), 
the computational requirement is approximately 15 Mops/second. While other processes 
(image extraction, preprocessing, and post-midground processing) are not considered, the 
midground model computation and storage is well within the capabilities of today’s 
embedded processors. 
Experiments and Results 
Four test sequences are used to evaluate the midground detection technique, as 
shown in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29: Test sequences with midground regions highlighted 
 
The first sequence, “Blocks”, is an idealized test set in which blocks are added and 
removed from a uniformly illuminated scene with no foreground activity or dynamic 
background. In this sequence two background blocks are removed and a new block is 
added prior to the evaluation frame. Only one true midground object should appear in the 
scene. In the ‘Outdoors’ sequence, a busy outdoor scene includes dynamic background 
(waving trees, sky), many foreground objects, and two true midground objects (a trash 
can and a small paper bag) that are frequently occluded. “PETS” 2006 dataset S7 [32] 
includes a train terminal where a small bag is left unattended. i-Lids (AVSS) [23] is a 
tube (subway) station where a large bag is placed. In this pixel-level evaluation, no 
attempt is made to determine whether the bag is unattended. Only a cell’s age and 
observation density are used to determine its presence in midground. However, the 
information produced through midground detection can be extended to use with a suitable 
proximity algorithm to detect more complex events. 
Our experiments specifically evaluate the quality of midground detection when 
varying the observation density threshold (which affects tolerance to occlusion) and 
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frame rate. Table 20 provides the sequence length (in seconds), frame rates, midground 
time window (in seconds), and number of midground objects.  
Table 20: Midground test sequences summary 
 
Sequence Duration (minutes) fps MG Window (seconds) MG objs 
Blocks 13.3 1 200 to 250 1 
Outdoors 16.7 1 200 to 250 2 
PETS 2.3 1 to 25 20 to 40 1 
AVSS i-Lids 2.0 1 to 25 20 to 40 1 
 
For the high frame rate PETS and AVSS sequences, the frames were downsampled to 1, 
2, 4, 8, 16, and 25 frames per second.  
Varying observation density threshold 
 
Dense and heavily trafficked scenes will result in the occlusion of midground 
objects. To ensure detection, the model permits a user-defined level of occlusion 
tolerance, as specified by the observation density threshold. The observation density is a 
ratio of the age of the object and the number of times it has been seen. If a pixel’s 
observation density is above the specified threshold, it will be declared midground. The 
effect of varying observation density threshold, at a sequence frame rate of 1 fps, is 
shown in Figure 30.  
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Figure 30: Effects of observation density threshold 
 
For each sequence the threshold is varied from 30% – 90%. The lower density thresholds 
contain greater midground false positives, resulting primarily from transient cell values of 
objects that have left the scene. The lower density threshold relaxes the criterion for 
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midground detection, making it possible for heavily occluded objects to be picked up. 
However, it has the advantage of potentially picking up scene noise as midground. In the 
“Blocks” sequence, the removed blocks appear in the midground at lower TOD values 
since their corresponding cells satisfy the midground age requirements. At higher TOD, 
they are excluded. A similar reduction in false positive noise is exhibited in the other 
sequences until 80%, above which false negatives begin to appear within the midground 
objects.  
Since the MG window is an independent parameter, it can be adjusted to precisely 
meet the application requirements. In “Outdoors”, the window has been evaluated over 
relatively long windows (tens of minutes) whereas the transportation sequences typically 
require shorter windows (tens of seconds). Since the representation does not explicitly 
include the temporal window or TOD, the evaluation function can include additional 
factors in midground determination. For example, human proximity information 
combined with a bag’s midground representation to trigger an alarm. 
Varying sampling frame rate 
 
The impact of varying frame rate was explored in a second experiment, with the 
results shown in Figure 31.  
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Figure 31: Effects of varying frame rate 
 
In this set of experiments, midground (defined with a constant temporal window and TOD 
= 80%) is evaluated at frame rates of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 25 fps. While the frame rate 
appears to have little effect on the PETS sequence, false positive noise is significantly 
reduced in the AVSS sequence as frame rate is reduced. Normally, higher frame rates 
reduce the impact of random image noise through averaging. In this sequence, the higher 
frame rates created more permanent objects (by exceeding TC). Since computation is 
linearly proportional to frames processed, it is highly desirable to operate at the lowest 





For the experiments conducted, with a sequence sampling of one frame per 
second (fps), the computational requirement is approximately 15 Mops/second. While 
other processes (image extraction, preprocessing, and post-midground processing) are not 
considered, the midground model computation and storage is well within the capabilities 
of today’s embedded processors. For a 400,000 pixel image at one fps, the algorithm 
requires only 18 Mbytes storage and 15 Mops/sec processing throughput. Using realistic 
test sequences, this technique is shown to detect midground objects with high accuracy. 
These tests show that a high TOD (>80%) can be used to minimize false positives. The 
technique performs well at relatively low frame rates (~1 fps) suggesting that it can be 
applied to a downsampled image stream for greater efficiency. This midground detection 
technique can serve as a valuable complement to more complex scene analysis and event 
detection methods. Its low cost and high accuracy can provide scene modeling in addition 










CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 This dissertation explores the development of temporal scene analysis techniques 
and optimization strategies for implementation of early vision algorithms on embedded 
platforms. We perform our experiments on real-world scenes, comprising a mix of 
industry created test sequences as well as ones that were specifically captured for this 
dissertation using commercial-off-the-shelf webcams. To evaluate the run-time 
performance of our optimization techniques, we use an embedded platform, the eBox-
2300.  
The first contribution defines a fast adaptive, multimodal, and storage efficient 
background modeling algorithm, called multimodal mean. The effects of thresholding on 
computational complexity and accuracy, and the effects of adaptation rate on long-term 
adaptation and temporal record-keeping are explored. The second contribution introduces 
an optimization technique to improve the run-time performance of pixel-based 
background models on embedded platforms. It uses a color clustering technique to 
identify stable, large, and permanent background objects in the scene to process them 
quickly, improving run-time performance while maintaining comparable accuracy. In the 
third contribution a technique for temporal analysis, called midground, is introduced. 
This method extends scene analysis from a bi-state background/foreground detection 
framework to one including the temporal realms of foreground, midground, and 
background. This technique provides a set of user-tunable temporal parameters that can 
be applied to applications such as abandoned object detection, illegally parked vehicle 
detection, and loitering detection 
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Summary of Contributions and Results 
5.1.1 Multimodal mean background modeling technique: 
• Evaluated the effect of thresholding techniques and adaptation rates on the 
accuracy and compute load of MMean: 
 Fixed thresholding on MMean compares favorably to standard deviation 
based thresholds in scenes with moderate dynamic backgrounds. 
 MMean can precisely control the length of object persistence under 
occlusion in scenes with stable environmental conditions. 
 The multimodal mean, when mapped to a 200 MHz platform, runs 6.2x 
faster than MoG with 18% less storage. 
5.1.2 Chromatic distribution analysis for optimized background modeling on embedded 
platforms: 
• Introduced a novel color clustering technique to identify large stable and 
permanent background objects for suppressed adaptation and faster processing 
 This technique reduces storage operations by 58%. 
 It provides a 45% performance improvement on the 200MHz eBox-2300. 
5.1.3 Midground model for temporal scene analysis: 
• Presented a fast and storage efficient model for detection of stationary objects  
 Model needs only 18MB for storage and 15Mops/sec for processing. 
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 It performs accurately at relatively low data sampling rate (1 frame 
sampled per second). 
Future Work 
Future work will investigate the use of the color clustering technique described in 
Chapter 3 for adaptation and compensation of lighting changes. Since the locations of 
large, permanent objects are known in the scene, this information can be used to 
distinguish changes in color between those caused by occlusions and those caused by 
lighting. This information can be used to improve the foreground detection and long-term 
adaptation accuracy of the multimodal mean and midground algorithms. Evaluation of 
this work would not be limited to midground and multimodal mean. It has the potential to 
be used in a number of different algorithms, since lighting variations continue to be a 
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